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INTRODUCTION 
ACQUISITIONS. 

1. Events of recent years seem to bear out Lord Acton I s maxim that IIPower tends 
to corrupt, and absolute power corrupts absolutely." 1/ Yet the manifestations 
and processes which might warrant this statement must be analysed to sift out the 
elements that may lead to this conclusion, draw up a balance-sheet reflecting the 
evidence at hand and derive the implications for action. 

2. That a potentially controversial topic such as lIcrime and the abuse of powerl1 

has been selected for discussion at a United Nations world congress on crime 
prevention is testimony to a changing clj~ate. Until recently, the main focus of 
criminologists, national authorities and the international criminal justice 
community, which shares their priorities, has been on the control of so-called 
"street crime". Occasional attempts to take up matters of increasing concern, 
such as corruption, particularly in the developmental context, were deemed risky 
and unlikely to yield fruitful results. Serious infringements of human rights~ 
amounting to genocide in some countries, were argued to be within the internal 
jurisdiction of Member States, some of whose populations have suffered 
immeasurably as a result of this tenet. 

3. The increased fhternationalization of work, trade, transport and com:munication, 
and the growing interdependence of the ,mrld in every aspect of human lile ~ all 
indicate that abuses of economic and political power can transcend national 
frontiers and are thus of common concern. A greater consciousness of the need to 
safeguard fundamental human rights makes flagrant violations an urgent matter for 
all. A declared aim of the international development strategy for the 1980s and 
the new international economic order is to bring about more equitable relations 
between and within countries in the quest for greater social and economic justice. 
National development is no longer seen merely in terms of a higher gross national 
product, but, rather ~ as being p.imed at "the constant increase of the vTell-being 
of the entire population on thE.! basis of its full participation in the process 
of development and a fair distribution of the benefits thereof ll

, with a view to 
promoting human dignity and a better quality of life. 

4. That these objectives are still far from being realized remains a fact of life. 
Thus processes which perpetuate inequities and imbalances and divert the gains of 
development assume particular significance, as do ways of offsetting them. 

5. This perspective guides the consideration of the topic. The broader context 
in which it unfolds cannot be ignored. Yet a sharp enough focus must be sought to 
yield productive results and avoid the dangers that such a discussion entails. To 
do this is one of the major challenges facing the Congress. 

1/ Lord Acton, Historical Essays and Studies, appendix, London, 1907. 
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I. SCOPE AND FOCUS 

6. Previous United Nations con r 
treatment of offenders have of4 g essesdon the prevention of crime and the 

"ven serve as the vanguard f th . . emergent concerns pOinting out th f or e art~culat~on of 
an increasing ext~nt these co e waY

h 
or future consideration and action. To 

development, social ~hange andngr~sses ave stressed the relationship between 
and integrated planning to mini~~~:e, an:ounde:lined the need for comprehensive 
Fifth Congress, held at Geneva in 19~~ga ~ve 0 ~~de-effects of economic grow·th. The 
and dimensions of crime, including I1Cr:l.m Cons~ er~d sU~h que~tions as. the ne1-T forms 
development, and the flEconomic and 0 ~ as bus~ness and ~ts negat~ve effects on 
fo: research and planningrl (see A/C~~~~;6/~)nsequences ~f crime: new challenges 
cr~me, especially economic crime . 0 • Some est~mates of the cost of 
crime, which flhit most severely th were ~~ted. In conside:ing the high costs of 
powerful to commit crimes with imp~n;~afl ert~embers of soc~ety, permitting the 
had eJ..-panded beyond the fears engender~d' b e C~ngress ~oted that the "concern 
to the serious effects of illegal to 'toY ord~nary cr~mes of assault and theft 

d th 0 ac ~v~ ~es of business d t d' an ~ corrupt~on of public officials" II an ra ~ng enterprises 
commun~ty of certain economic crimes h ' ~n~ that The consequences for the 
control might be much more serious th er:h 

0 ore overlooked by some systems of 
on which the apparatus of criminal 0 atn 0 e effect of traditional petty criminality 

JUS ~ce had concentrated." y 
7 .. Deliberations on criminal legislation J'ud~c~al 
soc~al control 0 0 , •• procedures and other f f ~n cr~me prevention, emphasized that orms 0 

"In addition to the dark numb f 
det~c~ion, there were numbers of '=~l~ed~f~~~d~rs who escaped all official 
pol~t~cal power and wielded it with im u 't m~nal~ -: n?-mely. t~ose who had 
community for the benefit of th' lOP n~ y when ~nJur~ng c~t~zens and the 

t e~r 0 ~garchy or who d power hat was being developed to th d t . ' possesse an economic 
The offences of those criminals wereeco= rm~~t of the community as a whole. 
justice functionaries who violated th lPara e to those of certain criminal 
remained unpunished because of th t e aw by abuse of their :r;:01-Ter and 
bribery and corruption to torturea fPower. S~ch offences might range from 

o persons ~n custody." II 
8. These expressions of concern led to th 0 

intensi:e consideration, in the hope of dev:l~e~ect:on of ~he present topic for 
prevent~ve and corrective strateg O T p ng appropr~ate, multipronged 
ff . ~es. he problem is u to th . o ences and Qffenders characteriot' 11 TO o. rgen. ese k~nds of 

'" ~ca y i. ~ctm~ze large groups of citizens, often 

2/ Fifth United Nations Congress on the Prevention 0 0 

of Offenders, Geneva, 1-12 September 1975 (U °t d N . f Cr~me and the Treatment 
No. E.76.IV.2 and corrigendum) chan II n~ ,e 3 4at~ons publication, Sales 

. ' "", ,paras. 0, 305 and 318. 
.. 3/~., para. 143. See also S C V " 

delinquance" (paper prepared for th ~ k ersele, L~ chiffre dore de la 
European Consortium for Political Re or shop on Just~ce and Politics of the 
which provided the conceptual fram esekarfch, he~d at ~ouvain from 8 to 13 April 1976). .ewor or th~s top~c. _ 
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entire segments of the population, and in such ways that the harm to the individnal 
is virtually unidentifiable. The perpetrators are often shielded by their po'wer 
and privilege from prosecution and punishment and, indeed, "some of the most 
damaging antisocial acts fare! not yet legally defined as crimes in some 
jurisdictions". 4/ Thus ,-the term "beyond the reach of the law" has to be 
understood in tvTO senses: first in the sense of acts that are not criminal or 
illegal according to existing laws, but are nevertheless harmful to society, and 
secondly, in the sense of acts that are already covered by legal prohibitions but 
are still beyond the reaoh of the law-enforcement process, owing to the selective 
and differential application of the law. 

9. Even in the case of acts already covered by legal prohibitions, the offences 
committed are usually not reflected in crime statistics, because of non-detection, 
non-reporting, non-prosecution or preferential treatment by the criminal justice 
proces.§... Such behaviour thus remains hidden in the unknown "gildedll Las opposed to 
"darkll

/ figure of crime. But criminologists, criminal justice specialists, social 
reforiii'ers and others concerned, including the publi c at large, seem to an 
increasing extent to be questioning the validity of the traditional focus on 
conventional offences perpetrated by small-scale offenders, often operating from a 
position of initial disadvantage compounded by the selective operation of the 
machinery of justice itself. 2/ 

10. The relationship of crime and its differential treatment by the power 
structure is central to the consideration of this topic. The Interregional 
Preparatory Meeting of Experts on this topic agreed that protracted discussion on 
the definitions of power would serve little purpose. Those who subscribe to 
different definitions of power may support similar prevention or control strategies 
for dealing with specific types of behaviour. The main distinction would seem to 
be in terms of the legitimate and illegitimate uses of power, particularly as 
related to the criminal justice system. Legitimate power is invariably derived 
from the mandate of the people for the purpose of serving the community - both in 
terms of the constitutional and legislative authority of government officials and 
bureaucratic functionaries in the public or political sphere, and in terms of the 
economic power exercised by business enterprises, such as corporations, which owe 
their legal status to the law's of the State. 

4/ Fifth United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment 
of Offenders .•• , para. 309. 

5/ A recent study, carried out on a representative sample of 60,000 persons 
point; to increased public recognition of the social and material harm caused by 
so-called "white-collar" crime, especially vThen committed by those in high places. 
It concludes that such grave crime is as serious as violent crime and other forms 
of "street" crime, or more so, "affecting everybody, the body politic", and that it 
deserves more serious sanctions. It suggests that elective officials should take 
notice of these public perceptions, "fitting the punishment to the crime in a more 
rational and equitable manner", particularly since the United States Supreme Court 
has tied decisions in this respect to community standards or community sentiments. 
(Marvin E. Wolfgang, "Crime and puniShment", New York Times, 2 March 1980, 
p. E.2l). 
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11. In the socio-politicaL context, the power enjoyed by orriciaLs and individUals 
in both the PUblic and private spheres may be understood as "the raculty of 
imposing one's will upon persons, institutions, organizations, groups and the 
community at large so that they do abstain rrom dOing, or accept something directly 
or indirectly". 6/ PO"er is essential to the operation of society and is meant to 
be Used in a legitimate manner for this PUrpose, but it can be abused. Since the 
focus or the preparatory meetings Was on the Possible differential treatment by 
the maChinery or justice, the "abUse or Power" may be considered to include both 
(a) the Use or PO"er to aVoid the imposition Or apPlication of legal sanctions or 
Contl"Ols on certain types of behaviour which may Occur at high leVels Of the 
socia-economic and POlitical order, and (b) its USe to avoid the prosecution of orfenders in high Positions, eVen for ordinary- orfences. 

12. The preparatory- meetings agreed that the definitions of orime ror that topic 
should not be restricted to matters dealt >Tith by criminal la>1 and that violations 
of the law by PO>T<l>"ful individuals and institutions handled thl"Ough civil or 
administrative action should also be included. To illustrate the importance or 
rejecting too nattow a conception of "crimes or the powerfuJ", it Was POinted out 
that only rarely were criminal Sanctions imPOsed for them, and that the traditional 
criminal law was often too inrIexible or too rettered by precedent to cope with 
the rapidly Changing economic and technological realities or mOdern organizations. 

13. It "as noted, though, that too brOad a view of ofrences beyond the reach of the 
law could overstep the mandate or criminal justice experts, moving thair activities 
out or the speciric and into the politioal area. Yet, as the regiOnal meetingS 
sUggested, attention must be giVen to the prevention of behaviour related to abUses 
Of power that are particularly hannful in certain countries and are covered 
insufficiently or not at all by existing penal Codes. While it is neceSSary to 
distinguish criminal or illegal conduct from conduct that is merely Unethical or 
undesirable, at times this is problematical as some acts are not illegal precisely 
because those 'lith Power have railed to Pass la"s prohibiting them Or have USed 
their POwer to prevent the passage of such la>1s. The criminal justice cO

l1lln

unity 
was said to have a responsibility in ac~.nowledging inadequacies in the law it 
enforces, even if in day-to-day practice it may have no choice but to follow the instructions of' the legislature. 

6/ Report of the interregional preparatory meeting of experts on this item or 
the P~visional agenda of the Sixth United Nations Congress on the Frevehtion of 
Crime and the Treatment of Offenders, held at United Nations Headquarters from 9 to 

13 July 1979 with the co-operation or the Ford Foundation and Yale University, p, •• 
See also Manuel L6

p
ez-Rey, "Crime and the abcse of power: cffences and Offenders 

beyond the >"each of the la,,? " (paper prepared for the meeting). Other definitions 
have been Offered for the conoept of POWer, for example, that it is "the power to 
define" (Nils ChriStie, LOlita Aniyar de Castro), "the capacity of some persons to 
prodUce intended and foreseen effects on others" (Bertrand RUSSell, Dennis Wrong) 
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or "the possibility of realizing one's will in sPite of the resistance of others" 
(Max ITe ber, Klaus Ti edemann ) • See also Dennis ITl"Ong, "Power: Its Form s, Bas es and Uses" (New York, Harper and Row, 1979). _ _ 
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tings underlined~ to the preparatory.mee .t encompasses such a ·t· necessary, as the tOP1C, as 1 f' r too 4 In any event, 1 1S "t the scope of s of power are a ~eiineate the framewo~~n~dt~~~umber and varie;~s~f :~~s;reparatory me~ings 
wide range of aC~~~red exhaustively?y thedCo~~CUs ~n a selected n~~ty of abUse' 
great to be c~n:he Congress should, 1~s~e:i~ht be applica~le to a unt the different 
suggested tha icies each one of wh1~ . s have to take 1uto.acco a reed that a 
solutions or ~~l tly 'the proposed pOl,~,end the discussion, 1tb~~s p~wer but that 
of po"er. Ev1 en TO'facilitate the tas a f economic and of p~ 1C

heme 

has been 
kinds of abushes~d be made between abusIe~ ~tly considered. Thl'.SC

d 

as is their 
d' t'nction sOh uld be exp 1C1 . is recogn1ze , t~: ~inkages·bet>r~en t~::w:e~ the different categ~~~~sof o'tright COllusion. f'ollowed; the over~aPf rcement, sometimes to the p ·bIe mutual re1n a POSS1 
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II. TYPEs OF CRIMES RELATED TO ABUSES OF POHER 

15. There are a number of typolo ies '.. 
i~:~r. M;~e~dentifY them all and ~o de!~~i~!a~~~i~~~g ~rimes involving the abuse of 
matt;r - sincevetrh' SUCth an eXhaustive list wOuld not neecaeures'lwOuld b~ an impossible 

, e na ure and b ssar~ Y clar~fy th bj 
~~o~~mic band political condit~:s~r ~t:~~:~s .;a~ w~th the prevailing sO~i;~ ,ect 

all r:l:t~~ec~fm~~:~~t~n bot~ devel~ping and ~ev~~o;~~e~;u:~~~:~ !~at t~~ effects 
the various regions. can e cons~dered of equal significance to aellse_~outs,.not. 

coun r~es ~n 

16: As the preparatory meetin s 
p~~vate or public. Abuse of P;li~~:=1' the power that is abused can be either 
a v~n:ement of improper political 0 1 power can be for economic gain or for the 
P~l~tlcal ends harmful to so . t g as. Abuse of economic power can be for 

~~~i:~:ni!~~=~{e ;~:~: of ~o~~; ~a~rh!~: :~~~~:~Cg~:i~' w~~~~s and goals can be 

~~~;:in~h~e~~;~ence a~d :~~:i!~~n!~si=n!mi~~~:n:ato.~is~ingUi;~r~~i!e:~a~~u~:~ 
co f" . ~ erent categories overlap '. ~S~.lg ~ntent~onal harm. Of 

n ~gurat~ons. ' g~v~ng r~se to many different 

17. The principal int l' 
meetings iI' . er ~nked forms of abuse si 1 
attention ~~ ~~~~ br~bery.and corruption, aprob~:me~~~t b: the prepar~tory 
can take a more su~~;el~p~ng and developed countries Su~~u :ttracted ~ncreasing 
through intermediarie:. O~~efor eX~Ple, Such as bribes not ao~;:;e~a~.be direct or 
domestic origin or both I ~any k~nds of offences, they ca b ~re:tly, but 
category, including pow;rf~ :~::er.case, their perpetrators ~ayef~~fzr;~gn or 

om~c groups and State officials. arge 
18. Countries in the different . 
tax 9 credit and cust reg~ons are concerned with 
violations, real est~~: !r~udld, misappropriation and embeZZl::chteconomic abuses as 
envil' w~n es and land sp ul . en , currency 

~nmental Pollution and oth ec at~on, abuse of publ' 
organ~zed crime etc D .er damage, smuggling violatio ~c grants, 
pricing and tra~sfer·pr.e~eloP~ng countries, partic~arlY- arn of labour regulations, 
monopolies and other -pr ~c~~g by.powerful trading partners' the concer~ed about Over
exploitation of labour a~f~ces ~n re~traint of trade, ill~gal ef~~t:bl~shmen~ of 
those of unsafe prod t ences aga~nst the patrimony f ~g t of cap~tal, 
various acts that co~~tS,.adulte~ated fOod and obsolet~ o~a~dule~t sales, including 

ra~n or d~stort development. azar ous drugs, and 

19. Offehces involving th b 
or. juridical persons A v

e ~ Uses of economic power can be co 't 
d '.. • ar~ety of me b' mm~ ted by .; d' 'd 
ece~-c, m~srepresentation ans 0 ta~n, which Usuall' ... n ~v~ uals 

illegal circumvention' th' concealment, maniPulation breach ~ ~nvolve elements of 
acquiescence of the vict. ey ten/d als~ to rely on the'ignora 0 trust, subterfuge of 
--~.-.- . ~ms. 1 Var~ous typologies d nce, carelessness or 

/ an catalogues of 
1 Various analysts have stressed Such offences 

notion of "non-violence" of these characteristics 
H. Edelhertz, The .Nature I means, though not of effects. S~eWhich include the 
DC, Government Printin~ Off~pact.and Prosecution of ~fuite-Coll' for. example, 
gffences and offende 'b ~ce, 1977 ; Leszek Lernell "C' ar Cr~me (Y'Tashington 
. t .. rs eyond the r . h ' r~me and th b' , 
~n erregional prepar t . eac of the law?" (pa e a 'use of power: 
"Economic crime: pr~b~:~s meet~ng. o~ ~his topic), a~d G. P~I ~repared for th~E: ~ 
to the' First European SymPO~fu!ef~n~ t~on ~nd r:search perspec~~~ar~ a( nd E. Vetere, 

onConom1c Cr~me, held in R :s paper presented 
ome ~n October, 1977). 

I ... 
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have been suggested: fOT example, by the Council of Europe in a recent basic 
research questionnaire circulated among its Member States, 8/ and by socialist 
authors. 9/ Such activities require the maintenance of fal;e accounts and 
documentation, unrecorded receipts, keeping of different sets of accounts for tax 
evasion and currency violations. In the domestic market, intentional bankruptcies, 
illegal payments, kickbacks, fraud of creditors, and misappropriation of socialized 
property represent forms of abuse of economic power. The abuse of economic power 
occurs most glaringly in the contacts between producers, intermediaries ill the 
distribution network and the mass of consumers; it contravenes the public good for 
special advantage. 

20. The threat which such activities pose to national viability is recognized in 
the measures against them in various countries, for example, the socialisii countri es , 
especially when deemed a usurpation of communal property and challenge to the 
prevailin~ value system. In some countries, (e.g. African ones) they are viewed as 
a continuation of a long-standing victimization process-; (See A/CONF. 87 /BI'. 4. ) 

21. Various countries seem particularly concerned with the following abUSet3 of 
public power: torture, maltreatment, apartheid, persecution of political 
dissidents, elimination of political opponents by official or semi-official 
institutions, abuses of of'fice, infringements of the rir.;ht to privacy, etc. 

22. Abuses of public power can be categorized in various ways, including 
international and national abuses; the former involve the violation of norms of 
international law, such as the United Nations Charter, which call for peaceful 
co-existence among States; the abuse of national public power infringes the legal 
basis of peaceful co-existence among citizens. Abuse of public power also com~rises 
crimes against the public administration committed by those carrying out public 
functions, which harm or jeopardize the structure or proper operation of public 
institutions or services. Such acts may cause serious damage whether by infringing 
individual rights or countering widespread legitimate interests. 

23. A distinction w'as made at the Latin American preparatory meeting between an 
excess of power and an abuse of power: the first, consisting of a deplorable 
overstepping of authority, often circumstantial, by the agents of power, and their 

8/ Council of Europe, European Committee on Crime Problems, Select Committee or. 
Econo;ic Crime, "Preliminary draft report" (Secretariat memorandum by the 
DiI'ectorate of Legal Affairs at Strasbourg dated 19 February 1980). 

9/ S~e, for example, USSR All-Union Institute for the Study of the Causes of 
Delinqlle~cy and Elaboration of Measures for Crime Prevention, Criminolo~w 
(Moscow, 1976) and the Hungarian National Group, International Associa!ion of Penal 
Law, Prestuplenya sovershennye v khode khoziaistvennoi deiatel'nosti iEconomic 
crime/: International Round-Table Conference. Szeged? 2-6 October 1978 
(Bud;pest, 1979). / ... 
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lack o~ co-ordination; the second, involving the deliherate USe o~ POWer ~or speci~ic 
(lirs that could not be le~itirnately .1ustified, since they Were often ~or the 
exclusive bene~it o~ POWer itsel~, ~or the maintenance o~ a POlitical r~gime or o~ 
an unjust social and economic system. The institutional abuse o~ power had arOUsed 
particular concern. 10/ Reference could also be made to the unjustified enrichment 
of high public oUicia'ts Who, protected by their POsitions, undertook all ,!,

an
g

e

r of 
business, ~avoured their proteg~S and receiVed donations Or improper "comm,ss'ons". 

24. The most powerful O~~enders and most serious types o~ crime have been 
addressed in the draft COde o~ O~~ences against the Peace and Security o~ Mankind 
Which includes War crimes and other acts o~ aggression, genOcide, torture, 
enslavement, deportation or persecution on social, political, racial, religious or 
Cultural grounds by the authorities o~ a Stat. or by private individuals acting at 
the instigation o~ or with the toleration of authorities. In their comments on the dra~ Code, Governments and other bOdies have called ~or the inclusion also o~ other 
acts harm~ul to humanity, such as mass or preventive detention, and terrorist acts contravening ~lited Nations conventions and agreements. 

III. FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO ABUsE OF POf1ER Al'ID ITS EFFECTS 

A. Contributory factors 

25. A variety o~ ~actors combin. to make POWer a probable vector ~or criminality. 
Their inter~aces and configurations will vary, depending on the socio-economic and 
politiCal context. Under the opportunity theory o~ crime, substantial POWer is held 
to prOvide substantial OPportunities to engage in pro~itable crimes validating the 
maxim that "power corrupts". In identifYing the causes of crimes inVOlving an abuse 
of power, it Can be noted that, While these might in Some caSes involve personal 
greed or personality de~ects, in most they are rooted in intimately interlocked 
social, economic and nolitical conditions which facilitate such criminality. These 
conditions may need·to be altered. In certain cases, the regional meetings saw the 
criminal abuse of Power as being connected with the structure of society and the 
organization o~ the State. In many developing countries, abuses of power Used to be 
linked to ~oreign domination; in Some caSes various ~orms o~ domination, espeCially 
by POwerful trading partners, have tended to persist, contributing to ineqUitable and exploitative relationships. 

26. One facilitating condition is a CultUral emphaSis on material SUccess and 
power as sources o~ status within a society. Such goals are shared by deVelOPed 
and develOPing nations alike, although the intenSity with which they are Pursued and 
the means by Which they are sought vary ~rom one type o~ society to another. When 
the legitimate USe o~ POWer does not prOvide access to desired material goods and 
POlitical gOals, POwer "may be abUsed to attain them. Raised expectations also o~ 
kinsmen and ethnic groups, the spread o~ the "consumer SOCiety", increaSing poverty, 
unemployment and job insecurity, exacerbated by rapid POPulation growth, strengthen 

W See, for e"""Wle, S. C. Versele, "La ViOlence institutionnelle", presented 
to the =IIrd International.Course o~ CriminOlogy" held at Maracaibo, VenezUela, f'rom 28 July to 3 August 1974. 
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can finally settle out of court on lenient terms, often by consent decrees and the 
corporate defendant's promise "never to do again what it denied it did in the first 
place". 14/ 

30. In rural areas, villagers are often victimized by fictitious land registration 
and co-operative loan schemes. Such illegal activities seem to be deeply entrenched 
in the village system in various areas, in spite of the controls which local village 
councils seek to impose. A massive increase in the quality of local administration 
would seem to be necessary to curtail and prevent such abuse, which may wipe out the 
scant means of the members of the community who have fallen prey to it. 

31. Abuse of public pm-Ter can arise from a public official refusing to act ,,,hen he 
or she has a duty to do so (non-feasance) or from the deliberate commission of an 
act in violation of the law. There may be non-enforcement of the law because the 
offender is sheltered or protected, or because the act by its very nature is hard 
to detect and prosecute owin~, for example, to evidentiary requirements. Also the 
law may not be enforced because of the inefficiency of the system (de facto 
non-enforcement) or negligence~ or because an official (for example a prosecutor) 
possessing a discretionary povTer to act decides not to do so (de .iure 
non-enforcement) because of political pressure, bribery, or out of a desire to 
protect a fellow high official. Whatever the form, the intent and effect of an 
abuse of power are to use the authority of an office to advance some private gain 
at the expense of the public good as defined in a statute or in a programme 
objective. 

32. Pmrer exerc ised by public organs or officials affect the rights, status and 
duties of persons. Sensitivity to its uses and possible abuses must be greater when 
it is exercised by lavT enforcement and criminal justice personnel and by executive 
(including local government) bodies or agents, for example, inspectors, customs and 
judicial officials and police allthorities. These bodies or officials, particularly, 
can, in the course or under the guise of performing their duties, commit crimes 
against the dignity of the person or for economic gain. Immunity might then arise 
from the lack of legislation or from the absence of punitive sanctions at the 
national or international levels, or from the offenders being, by virtue of 
political power or protection~ beyond the reach of the judicial or law enforcement 
agencies. Such crimes may even l)e justified by doctrines of "state ot: subversive 
d " "tt f "I h . anger or s a e 0 war. n suc cases there mlght be a general suppression of 
civil and political liberties, and institutionalized violence in the form of 
arbitrary arrests, disappearance of persons, kidnapping, torture, and murder. The 
preparatory meetings noted that abuses of that nature were particularly prevalent 
und,er autocratic regimes, in l"hich established legal protections and defences also 
tended not to work because the judicial system itself was subverted by the ruling 
group for the purpose of preventing or frustrating legal challenges to its arbitrary 
use of power. Furthermore, even under more normal conditions, violations of civil 
liberties and human rights do occur, for instance in the case of police brutality, 

14/ David Pauly et ale "Crime in the suites: on the rise", Newsweek. 
3 December 1979, p. 119. 
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including the use of torture in order to procure evidence from suspects •. 
"Scapegoating" can focus the abuse of public power on vulnerable populatlon groups 
who have no adequate means of recourse. 

33. The selective operation of criminal justice, an instrum~nt of ~he power 
structure, allows some literally to get away with mur~er, \'Thlle ordlnary offende~s 
often pay a disproportionate price. A number of studles and even cursory.analysls 
reveal the differential sentencing of the strong and the \veak, reflected In.most 
prison populations. 15/ Calls for "law and order" are t~o often made by talnted 
politicians against petty street criminals, a pattern whlch.cann~t but breed 
cynicism and erode confidence in a criminal justice system In whlch a double 
standard obviously prevails. 

34. The attitude of the public has, in the past, mirro~ed the dif~erential 
operation of the criminal justice system; it has been elther relatlve~y unaware or 
more tolerant of offences at high levels of the social ladder and motl:at:d by the 
fear of visible "street crime". Even if aware and indignant, the publlc lS often 
too poorly organized to take effective action against the abusers of.power, 
especially in countries which lack an organized consumer,or trade unlon movemen~, 
or an organized political opposition. Although the publlc may tolerat: or acqulesce 
in certain abuses of power, the more typical situation is for th~ pub~lc ,t~ condemn 
such abuses but to feel powerless to do anything about them. Belng vlct::m::-zed by 
the abusers of power often reinforces this sense of p01"erlessness. Publlclty about 
acts of corruption and other abuses in a number of countries has forced peopl: to 
face the problems at hand, and served as a catalyst for governmental and publlc 
reaction: whether real change results remains to be seen. 

B. Effects 

35. In the pervasiveness and perniciousness of their effects, c~imes commti~ted f 
through the abuse of power cause far greater damage than the entlre repe~ ol~e 0 

conventional, so-called "street" crimes. A recent study of corporate.crlme In the 
United States notes that "illegal corporate behaviour causes more soclal harm than 

15/ Jeffrey Reiman The Rich Get Richer and the Poor Get Prison (New York, 
Hiley: 1979). See, fOr' example, Manuel L6pez-Rey. Cr~minolop.;la. (Madri~, ,Aguilar, 
1978); Juan Manuel Mayorca, Criminalidad de la Burguesla (Car~cas, Ita~graf:c~, , 
1977)' Pierre Lascoumes, Justice penale et delinquance d'affalres (Parls, Mlnl~tere 
de la' Justice, Ser"ice d'etudes penales et criminologiques, 1979); ~nd I: K. ~lnta, 
"Crime and the abuse of Power: the control of international economlC crlI?-es In 
African countries" (paper submitted to the interregional preparatory meetlng on 
topic III). The analysts conclude that usually only the "sma~l fry" get caught, 
while high-level criminality receives relatively minor attentlOn. 
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any other type of criminal behaviour". 16/ Such crimes may pose a r-reater threat 
to life and health than those caused by traditional "street" crimes: in one country, 
for instance, over 100,000 deaths a year are attributed to occupationally-related 
diseases, the majority of which are caused by the disregard of government health and 
safety laYls, as compared with an average of 18,000 murders and non-negligent 
manslaughters per year reported during the 1970s. 17/ 

36. Thus, the facts do not support the belief that organizational crimes are not 
violent: violence in the place of work is related to organizational w·rong-doing. 
A reasonable conclusion is that "far more persons are killed through corporate 
criminal activities than by individual criminal homicides; even if death is an 
indirect result, the person still died". 16/ 

37. Not only the employee but also the general public is victimized by an 
environment made unsafe by certain corporate acts or omissions. Their potential 
impact can range from environmental catastrophes, such as nuclear plant accidents 
or the collapse of an improperly built dam, to the critical or chronic effects of 
industrial pollution. The manufacture or sale of unsafe harmful products, including 
obsolete or unproven drugs, is a cause of significant harm, sometimes even death, 
to their users, particularly in developing countries, where they are often exported 
due to tee less stringent regulations in those countries. 18/ 

38. Economic crimes also exact a tremendous financial cost, estimated at up to 
231 billion dollars annually in the United States of America (see A/CONF.56/7) and 

16/ Marshall B. Clinard and Peter C. Yaeger, Illicit Corporate Behavicr, 
(Washington, DC, National Institute of Criminal Justice and Law Enforcement, 1979). 

17/ In another, the death rate among workers from employment-related cancer is 
estimated to be double that of the general population. See Charles Reasons, "Crime 
and the F\.buse of power: offences and offenders beyond the reach of the law?" 
(prepared for the Solicitor-General of Canada, 1 March 1979), p. 25; see also 
Joel Swartz, "Silent killers at work", and G. Geis, in M. D. Ermann and R. J. Ludman, 
Corporate and Governmental Deviance (New York, Oxford University Press, 1978); 
Elliott Ley ton, Dying Hard: the Ravages of Industrial Carnage (Toronto, McClelland 
and Stewart, 1975); and John BraithWaite and Barry Condon, "On the class basis of 
criminal violence", in Paul R. i-Tilson and John Braithwaite, eds. Two Faces of 
Deviance: Crimes of the Powerless and the Powerful (st. Lucia.) University of 
Queensland Press, 1978), pp. 232-251. A recent study has sought to derive testable 
hypothesis concerning corporate violence, defined as "behaviour producing an 
unreasonable risk of physical harm to conslnners, employees or other persons as a 
result of a deliberate decision-making by corporate executives or culpable negligence 
on their part", J. Monahan, R. v1. Novaco and G. Geis, "Corporate violence: research 
strategies for community psychology", in T. R. Sarbin, ed., Challenges to the 
Criminal Justice System (New York, Human Sciences Press, 198o). 

18/ See, for example, papers submitted to the Conference on the Exportation of 
Hazardous Industries to Developing Countries, held in New York on 2 and 
3 November 1979, and B. Ehrenreich, "If there are no side-effects this must be 
H d ". "c t . " ( . ' on uras In orpora e crlme of the century paper submltted to the Conference). A 
bill is currently before the United States Congress to impose penalties for 
non-disclosure by "business entities and personnel of serious concealed dangers in 
products and business practices". 
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over twice the total budgets of the Ministries of the Interior, Justice and Health 
combined in France; 19/ in SYleden, 10 per cent of the gross national product is 
said to escape tax:-a figure probably considerably higher in some other 
countries' 20/ in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics it was estimated through '- .' sample surveys that misappropriations currently ranked high among the varlOUS types 
of crime (up to 20 per cent) and had not shown any notable sign of decrease; the 
authorities stressed "the necessity of a decisive struggle against . . . 
misappropriations, embezzlements and similar phenomena inherited from the past". 21/ 
In the Federal Republic of Germany, the damage resulting from collusive tendering 
in the construction industry has been estimated at about 7 billion marks annually; 
for tax fraud, 5.5 billion marks annually; for bankruptcies (of which 50 per cent 
were judged to be fraudulent) several billions of marks, and for' unpaid cheques and 
bills of exchange, 2 billion marks per annum. 22/ A study of illicit practices in 
the European Economic Community revealed that 50 per cent of all scrap imports were 
faked imports, some 30 per cent of the subsidized scrap not existing at all. 23/ 
The contagious effects of this kind of criminality have been revealed in criminal 
investigations that have shoym entire industries following fraudulent practices 
whenever possible, and citizens too, subsequently imitating the acts of powerful 
wrongdoers. 

39. While the range of violations may be wider in developed countries, patterns of 
power abuse in developing countries may have more serious negative national impacts, 
particularly in view of the poverty and inequalities which they may exacerbate, as 
well as other depredations they may inflict. 24/ 

40. One of the most flagrant practices is overpricing. It is reported, for 
example that the tranquilizers Librium and Valium were sold in Colombia at 65 times 
the pri~e proposed on the European market; yet the offence was so difficult to 
prosecute as an economic one (illicit prices), that it had to be prosecuted as a 
tax or foreign exchange offence, as a result of which 17 companies were sentenced 
to a fine of about 2 million pesos. Overpricing rates of between 30 and 

19/ Re onses a la violence: Ra ort du Comite reside 
(Pari~Documentation frangaise et Presses Pocket, 1977, p. 

Peyrefitte. 

20/ Council of Europe, OPe cit., p. 6. Another.s0:u-ce est~mates the los,ses from 
tax evasion and the outflow of cap~tal at 10 ~o 40 blll~on Sw~dlsh.k:one: yearly. 
Sten Hekscher, "Modern ekonomisk brottslighet , Modern econonuc crllIl1.nallty, 
Nordisk Tidsskrift for Kriminalvidenskab, vol. 67, No.1, 1979-80, pp. 27-36. 

21/ See USSR All-Union Institute for the Study of the Causes of Delinquency and 
Elaboration of Measures for Crime Prevention, Criminology (Moscow, 1976). 

22/ lG.aus Tiedemann, "Combating economic crimes in th~ Fed~r~l R:pu~lic of 
Germa~ _ with special regard to organized forms of eco~onuc :r~nunal~ty (paper 
prepared for the interregional meeting of experts on th~s top~c). 

23/ Mireille Delmas-Marty and Klaus Tiedemann, "La criminali te, le droit penal 
et lesmultinationales", La Semaine juridique, 4 JanuarY 1979, p. 2935ff. 

24/ See also Leon Sheleff, "International white collar crime"; K •. Tiedemann, 
Multinationale Unternehmen und Strafrecht: Missbrauch von vlirtschafthchen Macht. 
Cologne, Heymann, 1979, and Lernell, OPe cit. I ... 
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7CO.per cent in the price ~ dr Latln American countries. 2~1 ugs have also been documented in several other 

41. Nearly all deveJoping countries com la': suffered because of manipulat' f t P ~n of.the enormous financial losses 
usually involves a hidden for~~:: 0 hransfer-prlces. 26/ This practice, which 
in by transnational corporations ~~~t:~~etOff~nc~ as well. as tax evasion, engaged 
for development purposes The G' u es 0 he loss of funds sorely needed 
i l' • overnment of Ghana has est' t d th t nv~ Vl.ng the over-invoicing of import~ d d ' "lrna e a such practices, 
equlvalent of 50 to 60 million di ~ an un er-lnvolclng of exports, cost the 

ce s a year lost in foreign exchange. 27/ 

42. -Transfer-pricing and other activiti h adva~~age,of differences in national Ie ~:la~:mful to t~e d~veloping countries take 
legal]. ty In such operatl' ons 'T'h y 1 g ,lons to malntaln a semblance of 
. • ~ e a so proflt from th b 
In, the legislations of developing co~tries t . e a sence of, or loop-holes 
be the case at home. Thus their 1 0 avold local prosecution, as might 
determine, 28/ especially ~ , rea ext:nt may be extremely difficult to 

f 
- In Vlew of the wldespread t' 

or example to minimize local tax liability. prac lce of double-accounting, 

43. In a sUbstantial number of case developing countries as new at a vers'h~b~olete ma~hinery has been exported to 
agreements often turn out to b hY' 19 cost. Transfer of technology" 
t h' eave lcle for the ex t t' . ec nology whlch may hamper rath th pOl' a lon of lnappropriate 
A wide range of restrictive b .er an pr~mote local technological development. 
including tied purchase cl USlness practlces are often built into such agreements 
production, distribution, :~~~s and control of decision-making in relation to ' 

44. The adverse effects of economic mal ract' ~ny developing countries include not oni t lees on the embattled economies of 
(In cases of theft and misappropri t' ~ he loss of ~ctual cash or property 
of foreign exchange in the inflate~ lO~ 0 ~ds, for. lnstance, but also the loss 

prlces pald for talnted transactions as well 

25/ R. J. Barnet and R E MUll ' Corporations (N ew Y k S .•• er, ..;;G~1~0.;;;.ibla~171iR1e:a:=c:!:h:..!.:_.!::t:;h.=e...::p~ow~er!:...~0!f..;M~ul!t!lf;· n~a!!' £!!~!l 
or, lmon and Schuster, 1974). 

26/ See, for example, R. F. Plassch 
Corporations: an Overview of Conc~pt :e~~, Transfer Pricing and Multinational 
Centre for Study and Information o~ M~t.e t~dS and Regulations (London, European 
p~. 96-97; I. K. Minta, Ope cit.; and G l~a lOna~ Co:porati~ns, Saxon House, 1979), 
nlvel supra-nacional" (Maracaibo U.· ~os~ Dellncuencla de cuello blanco a 
1979). ' , nlverslty of Zulia Institute of Criminology, 

27/ S. K. B. Asante then De t At 
26 February 1976 at the conferenc~uo; th!o~neY-Ge~eral of Ghana, speaking on 
held at Columbia University, New York. egulatlon of Transnational Corporations, 

28/ Though a study conducted in Ni e . of~i:ial figures of the systerratic use ~fr~;awas not ~b~e t~ find evidence from 
prlclng of imported raw materials it' nsfer prlclng In the form of over
transfer.pricing mechanisms were bei~ e~~~ws revealed. unanimous agreement that 
out of, Nlgeria, and that "people are reaJn

Oyed
. extenslvely to disguise capital flows 

money .•. ~ee Thomas J. Biersteker "Inter g. thls co~try with suitcases full of 
capablll tles in Nigeria" in Dist~ t' natlonal capl tal movements and domesti c 
the Multinational Corpor~tion cam~r~~ng orMDevelo ment: Contending Pers ectives on 
1978), p. 88-89 e, assachusetts, and London MIT P • ' ••• ress, 
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as currency trafficking and illegal transfers of foreign exchange. Thus, vital 
resources available to a country are considerably reduced throufP high-level crime; 
the ,,,hol e country paying a high price through economic stringency anCl. impaired 
development performance. 29/ In addition to the costs imposed on labour, consumers, 
investors or taxpayers (or on other corporations), economic crime is detrimental 
to the efficiency and stability of economic and political institutions. 30/ 
Whatever the material costs of acts related to abuses of power, their non-monetary 
costs are far greater still, in both moral and social integration terms: the 
damage to the social fabric may be irreparable. 3~/ 
45. The abuse of public povrer does not lend itself to assessment in terms 
of its material effects on society. There is no doubt, however, that its cost 
is vast. It has to be counted in terms of inefficiency, public frustration and 
loss of faith in the government. Indirectly it impedes the yTholesome development 
and the cohesiveness of society. Abuse of public power also represents a breach 
of confidence, not only in the sense of the "abus de confiance" (punishable under 
the French Penal Code as a violation of the personal sense of trust in the veracity 
of individuals serving in public offices or enterprises), but also as a breach of 
social confidence of the population in the functioning of the entire system. 
Abuses of public povTer may undermine the legitimacy of the government, thus 
giving rise to instability, the overthrow of rulers, and harm to the societal and 
moral unity of a nation. They may also serve as justification for conventional 
crimes by the masses and for politica,l terrorism. 

46. At the same time, the prevention of the broad participation of the people 
in decision-making and in the benefits of development have contributed to the 
marginalization of entire segments of the population, 32/ and sometimes to the 
suppression of entire peoples. Inadequate', differential wage scales and denial 
of basic rights can raise levels of frustration from hopeless apathy to violent 
protest; counter-violence and other forms of official repression can create a 
spiral of escalation, whose result is bloodshed and, perhaps, 'civil war. 

29/ See also Minta., op. cit., V. Pandeya, Social and Economic Offences in 
India.:-UNAFEI Resource Haterials No. 15, 19'78, pp. 204-209; and Gopal C. Dorai, 
tiEconomic crime: its nature and dimensions for South Asia". 

30/ Research on hOyT such crime affects inflation and the economy has been 
urgedlby Congressman John Conyers, Chairman of the subcommittee on Crime of the 
Judiciary Committee of the House of Representatives of the United States Congress, 
who has called for the co-operation of the Congress's Joint Economic Committee in 

this regard. 
31/ At the inaugural session of the Venezuelan Organizing Committee for the 

Sixth18ongress, the ~1inister of_~ustice cited a statement by the President of 
Venezuela to the effect that the social threat of such acts (administrative 
corruption, smuggling, monopolies, profiteering, destruction of the natural 
environment, speculative price manipulation, cheating on quality standards etc.) 
was greater than that imposed by street-fighting and robbery. (See El Nacional, 

dated 15 January 1980). 
32/ See, for example, the proceedings of the Ninth International Congress on 

Social Defence , held at Caracas from 3 to 7 August 1976, which dealt with the 
subject of social marginality and justice. 
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47. Injustices derivinG from internal domination within States by groups wield~ng 
political, economic and/or social power, as for instance in the case of apa~theld, 
represent flagrant abuses of power. These, though "legitimized" by the nab.onal 
lavs drafted by the poverful minority, contravene United Nations human rights 
instruments and internationally accepted norms of equality and respect for human 
die;nity. Massive persecutions can - as in the case of the Hitler regime _ result in 
the death of millions. Those who abuse power are able~ by that very capability~ to 
shield themselvE"s from accountability ,·,hile committing their damaging acts. 

48. Corruption can have particularly pervasive effects. Some analysts claim that 
widespread corruption actively promotes development~ 33: but this has been 
challenged by others, vlho point out that it tends, ultimately, to foster inertia 
and inefficiency, slowing down the movement towards modernization. 34/ While the 
effects of such abuses may be contained in developed countries, where there usually 
are some systems of checks and balances, their consequences for developing 
countries may be far-reaching, seriously undermining national viability and 
growth. As one analyst notes, "the general prevalence of corruption in their 
midst, to such an extent as to have a direct bearing on economic and social 
development, as well as on the stability of their Gove4nments, is felt in most 
Asian countries". 35/ The use of "speed" money to "oill! the machinery, far from 
accelerating bureaucratic procedures, on the contrar-,f, usually adds to the 
inefficiency and delays suffered by those who do not pay such bribes. In revenue 
cases, corruption usually tends to favour those belonging to middle or upper income 
groups and thus adds to the regressive tax structure of many developing countries, 
the funds going mostly to conspicuous consumption instead of developmental 
investments. 36/ 

49. Inflated transaction costs, through bribery ~ corruption or other abuses ~ 
increase the cost of living. This affects the bulk of the low-income population in 
a particularly vicious manner while those in high places amass wealth through 
illegal means. The supportive relationship required for corruption (for example~ 
intermediaries) make it contagious; in some areas I1sYndicatedll corruption has even 
kept victims under control by the abu.se of police power and gangster violence. 
Elsewhere, organized crime in other forms is exacting its toll. Foreign aid has 
sometimes been diverted and found its ,·ray to black markets, although some agencies 
build management controls into assistance projects. The cumula+'ive effect has 
been to undermine the process of national growth~ loosen social cohesion, erode 
confidence in the law and public institutions and promote self-interest at the 
expense of society as a vhole. 

33/ J. S. Nye, "Corruption and political development: a cost-benefit 
analysis", American Political Science Review, vol. LXI, No.2 (June 1967), 
pp. 6J.7-627. 

34/ See, for example, Gunnar MYrdal, Asian Drama: an Inquiry into the Poverty 
of Nations (New York, Twentieth Century Fund, 1968) and Manuel Lopez-Rey, "The 
expansion and distribution of crime: corruption", in Crime: an analytical 
appraisal (New York, Praeger~ 1973). 

35/ V. N. Pillai, flCrime and the abuse of power: offences and offenders 
beyondthe reach of the law - some Asian aspects" (paper prepared for the 
interregioual meeting of experts on this topic). 

36/ A. T. Rafique Rahman, "Bureaucratic corruption in Asia" (paper prepared 
for the interregional meeting of experts on this topic). 
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DEVELOPING MORE EFFECTIVE POLICIES FOR THE PREVENTION AND 
CONTROL OF THE ABUSE OF POWER 

. . th 'lle al abuse of power are almost 
50. The forms of off~nces :u:olv:ng e leci~ic manifestations and major concerns 
unlimited, as are ~helr r~mlflcatlons. ~p articular socio-economic and political 
will vary with natlonal ClrC~~!a~~:sea~f ~evelopment and range of opportunities. 
systems. They may dep~nd on . gfi urations in different contexts. To remaln 
for such acts, presentlng varlOUS con g d un roductive. To analyse the 
at the descriptive level could be endl~ss a~ yei hardly conclusive. It would, 
dynamics of such abuses may be more re e~~n ~to be taken in terms of the major 
then seem preferable to focus on the ac lon 
probiem areas that exist. 

A. Abuse of economic power 

crimes and other noxious acts involving abus~s of p~wer to 
51. The relationship of . 'd t l'n the case of so-called economlC f th ' ower lS clearly eVl en _ 
the source 0 18 P .. s and means of such crimes will, of course ~ . 
crimes". The structure, pattern d l't'cal philosophy Certain activitles 
depend on a country's type of eco~omy an .Plol 11 1 in the centraily planned economies: 

. tIt market economles are 1 ega t d 
that are plVO a. 0 . • . .• 0 establish large-scale enterprises, attemp e 
for example, prlvate lnltlat:ves t. t t'onal contacts by private businessmen etc. 
competition in business, strlkes? :tn.erntahlt are central to socialist economies are 

t' economic actlvl les a . .. 
Conversely, eel' al~ 1 economic monopolies and prlce-flxlng. 
illegal in cap~tallst. systems:. for ~x:mp a~ticular type of e;conomic behaviour and 
The different ldeologlcal meanlngs 0 Pt- in relations betveen developed and 
related value jUd~ements are ~lso ap~:r~nerating in each: what multinational 
developing countrles and the lnte~e: m~y view as utilization of the untapped 
companies based in devel~ped coun ~les t 1 advantage the latter may consider to be 
potential of the developlng ",orld .0 !Il':- u~ lth 
exploitation and appropriation of ltS lndlgenous wea . 

. . voided the relativity of perspectives mu~t be 
52. If polarlzatlons are to beh.a h ld not of itself thwart efforts to flnd a 
stressed at the outset. Bu~ t lS S OU . . 1 which with appropriate adaptations, 
common ground and identify lssues and ptrlnthClP eS

ld 
Th~e very n~ture of abuses of 

t t . s throughou e wor . 
would be helpful 0 c~un ~~:l for them to transcend national frontiers 9 economic power makes It 11. Y nsion of international trade. Thus 9 
particularly with ~he contlnued e~ia m of abuses of economic crime ,.Tould seem co-operative solut10ns to the pro e 
essential. 

1. and control of abuses of economic power National policies for the prevention 

(a) The law as an instrQment of social control 

.' law has usually been the protection of the 
53. While the declared obJectlve of th: t dispo~itions in many countries the 
national economy, sometimes through strlngen n eff~ctive instrument of social 
existing legal provisions have not ser~ed a~h: assumption that legal proscriptions 
control. The idea.of.d~t:rrence, ~ase t~~ citizenrY9 particularly ",here there is will have a crime-lnhlb~tlng effec on 

/ ... 
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an element of choice, presumably operates in most economl'c oft t b - offences. Yet this has 
en no een the case: the reasons are manifold as must strategies. be the corrective 

~;~ru!eb:~~Cu~~~~~:: ~~~ b:~~v~h:l~re~uent ~isuse of the law~ i~cluding both its 
needs. The multiplicl'ty'a d ' t ' ' lts fallure to keep pace Wlth ever-changing 

n In rlcacy of legislative di 't' , , areas of activity have b SpOSl lons regardlng certaln 
appropriate "expert" hel:e~ ~ s~:cefoi abuse by unscrupulous operatives able - with 
proving guilt. -The dis er . 0 e u 1 ad~a~tage of them and of the difficulty of 
which usually figure inPsP:~~~i~flma~YlP~?VlSlOns regardi~g economic infractions, 
let them be taken advantage of by ~~~s a ~on rather tha~ In penal c?des, tends to 
some areas l' . " se W 0 see such crJ.mes as "artlficial" In 

rapidly Ch~ng~~~S;~~~~s~~~:!:dh!:o~O:~~~~~t:~dt~n~~!t;~o~~e!~Cal conditio~s and 

55. At the same time the mecha 'd ' selectiveness of the iaw' many nlsms ~n ,use of , power In themselves add to the 
initiall ' " ,economlc lnfractlons are handled - at least 

(althOUg~ ~e~~~e~a~~~~~:t~~;l:~n~~~m~iI!~c!a:~yr~!h~r than criminal legislation 
recourse). Power also plays a role in the ,oreseen as a subsequent 
those to be regulated often 1 " , operatlon of the regulatory mechanisms: 
standards and procedures ado~t:~ a ;~:n~flcanttPart in determining the regulatory 
regulatory agencies to the areas' re~ue~ :ro~s-?ver of personnel from 
and weakens enforcement efforts. under thelr Jurlsdlctlon accentuates this problem 

~~~no;~~ ~~:!~wh:~db::~i:~;~e~!e~a!!o~a~w;;~i~lations pertainin~ to abuses of 
of less serious offences and, at the same t' process:, a,p~rtlal decriminalization 
serious acts which cause significant harm ~~eth: :ore l~clslve focus on more 
still exist, particularly in developing countr' ornmunlty. 371 vJhere loop-holes 
powe~f~ trading ~artners _ such lo;p-holes ne~~St~ ~~dc~~:e~a:~~ :~I:~1~ge of by 
proVlslons modernlzed and enforced Continuous ff g ~oxious ~cts 1"hich are not yet cri~inalized but :hO:~s bare, needed to pros:ribe 
lnternatlonal frame of reference The r ,e, In accordance Wlth some 
law 1vas traditionally created in' order ~o e~a~ato~y meet:ngs ,agreed ~hat criminal 
development of a new body of doctrines for e ~ ~t~ ~onventlonal crlme, and that the 
Those doctrines should be adapted to th'- c. crl.~J.na_ ~w a~pear:d to be necessary. 
characterist~cs of off~nces i~volving a~us~:n~~n:c~~~m~cs~~~:;lo~8ind t~ the 
corpora~e,c~lme, especlally in regard to matters of culpabilit; --- ,s~c las 
responslblllty and the burden of proof. ' crlmlna 

37/ ,Mireille Delmas-Marty. "Criminal.ity and paracriminali t ' 
transnatlonal,corpo~ations" (paper prepared for the interregion~i 
experts on thlS tOPlC). 

the example of 
meeting of 

381 See, also, the article entitled "Se re ' , 
sobre delitos economicos" in El Nacional of C qUlere modermzar la legislacion 
referring to the call by the President of ven:~~~~:' dated l5,J~nuary 1980, 
the modernization of laws relating to econ m' ,and the Mlnlster of Justice for 
and Mayorca, op. cit. 0 lC crlmes and other abuses of p01ver; 

..,.",., -A':"~. , 
.~---.-- .-. 
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(b) The burden of proof 

57. Many sophisticated economic crimes require advanced systems of intelligence and 
technology, and use means of organization which render detection and proof extremely 
difficult. Deception and the destruction or concealment of evidence aggravate the 
problem of furnishing evidence and proof. Offences involving abuses of economic 
power are frequently unreported because they tend to be invisible, the victims not 
eVen realizing that they have been abused (though the cumulative harm may be 
great), or feeling they have no adequate recourse. Detection is problematical, 
since the means used in committing offences of this kind are generally the same as 
those used in legitimate business transactions; may involve acts of omission, 
rather than commission; investigation of them may be very technical, time-consuming 
and costly, requiring multiple types of specialized expertise. 

58. In corporate offences, the problems are still more complicated. In the rare 
instance when a case actually reaches the criminal justice system~ although many 
legal violations and other abuses may occur) the chances are that the overburdened, 
understaffed and ill-prepared judicial systems in most countries will be a poor 
match for companies disposing of vast means and batteries of astute and experienced 
lavryers and accountants. Even when action is initiated, it can suffer from endless 
delays because of technicalities and successive a,peals. 1Vhen prosecution is 
delayed, victimization often continues unless the behaviour can be deterred or 
interrupted prior to adjudication. The legal means, consistent 1uth justice, for 
enjoining such continued victimization pending adjudication must be developed. 
SimilarlY, changes in the criminal justice system that would ensure swifter and 
surer justices should be encouraged, 39/ with the proper procedural guarantees, to 
avoid the loss of the moral authority and public support of sanctions which undue 
delays entail. To remedy the situation, trained teams need to be developed, 
specializing in the investigation, prosecution and adjudication of economic crimes, 
to include investigation specialists, ex-jurists and experts from the field of 
economics, accQunting, management etc., as well as specially trained prosecutors and 

judges. 40/ 

39/ See also "Human rights in the administration of justice: draft guidelines 
for expeditious and equitable handling of criminal cases

il (E/AC.57/34). Specific 
measures to improve prosecutions in cases of this kind have been suggested~ for 
example, by increasing "pre-,trial reciprocal discoveryll, i. e., pre-trial disclosure 
of evidence between the defence and the prosecution in order to expedite trialS. 
See "Economic Offences" (recommendations of the American Bar Association, Section of 
Criminal Justice, Committee on Economic Offences, 1978). 

401 Special units to deal with economic crime have been established in a 
number-of countries, for example, in Australia, Belgium, France, the Federal 
Republic of Germany, Japan and the United States of America. See Council of 
Europe, op. cit.; Barry R. Kinchington, liThe detection, investigation and 
prosecution of corporate crime" (Australian paper on this topic, submitted in 1979); 
W. C. Clifford, "White-collar and corporate crime: the modern challenge to 
Commonwealth criminal justice systems" (1977); and N. D. Dick and R. S. Cavanaugh, 
"A hard-hitting white-collar crime unit of the U.S. Government II, Police Chief, 

May 1980, pp. 26-28. 
I ... 
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(c) Criminal responsibility 

59. The problems of determining criminal intent and placing criminal responsibility 
~re am~ng the m~st ~roublesome in dealing with economic crimes especially those 
J.nvol:J.~g o~ganJ.zatJ.ons. The principle societas delinquere no~ pot est still 
prevaJ.17n~ J.n mos~ Roman law countries, implies that only natural pers~ns can be 
held ~rJ.mJ.nall~ IJ.able, though an increasing nQmber of exceptions are being made and 
ce~taJ.n countrJ.es have ~ome to recognize the principle of c;llective liability. Yet 
~~. ern penal ~ode~ contJ.nue to focus criminal responsibility on individuals rather 

~n.on organJ.za~J.~n~, and to develop criteria for proof based on individual 
crJ.mJ.nal responsJ.bJ.lJ.ty or conspiracy. 

60. No~ ~n~y have the existing restrictions on and manipulations of cor orate 
respons7bJ.~J. ty (llresponsabilite des personnes morales II) In/ reduced the iikelihood 
of convJ.ctJ.ons but, 1y~en such convictions have been obtained, they have often been 
~f lOvler-level operatJ. ves rather than upper-level executives who usually claim 
~gnorance of the.p~o~ec~ted act(s). It has been proposed th~t the principle of 
com~and responsJ.bJ.lJ.ty should obtain to avert such denials: in some countries 

~he~~ does seem to be provision in legislations on vicarious"liability for a plea 
y ,e ~ccused that he or she has taken all reasonable precautions to prevent the 

conunJ.ssJ.~n of t~e of:ence. 42/ In others, where there are certain roblems in th 
prosecutJ.on of specJ.al offences ll (Sonderdelikte) that can be conuniited bone e 
ca;eg~ry of perso~s only (for example, businessmen) _ which is not generail the 
ca~e,:t~ acts commJ.tted by companies vrhere division of labour prevails _ a s~ecific 
i~ov7sJ.on usual~y,allows for ~r~s7cution in cases of a joint offence. Nevertheless 

.. e 7ssue of crJ.mJ.nal responsJ.bJ.lJ.ty for the abuse of economic power and ' 
partJ.cula:ly, that of corporate responsibility continues to pre~ent seri~us 
problems J.n regard to criminal prosecution. RemedJ.'al -measures are called for. 

61. ,To invest~gate and p:ove organizational offences and to resolve the roblem of 
who J.s,responsJ.ble, doctrJ.nes of collective responsibility have to be pro~ot d Th 
~~tablJ.Shment of the,principle of corporate criminal liability was recommend:d'bY e 

7 p~eparatory meetJ.ngs, namely, that any corporation or collectivity be it 
P:J. va ely o1vned or State-owned, should be liable for criminal or h f' 
1V'J. thout precluding the individual liability of its officials Th' arm :u ~ciS' 
be used to emphasize that there is a special burden of resPo~sibi~~t~r~ncJ.p e should 
actors on behalf of corporate units as well as a burden f ' d' 'd 1 or corporate 

'b ' 1 ' " a J.n J. VJ. ua 
responsJ. J. J.ty for crJ.m7s conunitted behind the corporate veil. Countries facin 
the,problem must determJ.ne the forms of corporate liability in th t t g , 
socJ.o-economic development and objectives. - e can ex of theJ.r 

41/ For example, the use of 
nolo contendere pleas or consent 
a form of plea bargaining. 

expedients to ~void admissi~: ~ of guilt, such as 
decrees (agreeJ.ng not to ofl~nd in the future), as 

42/ The problem,has recently been attracting increased attention. See for 
example, the proceedJ.ngs of the colloquium "La responsabilit" " 1 d ' 
morales en droit conununautaire" held at M ' f- ' ~ pena e es per sannes 

~ . .essJ.na rom 29 AprJ.l to 5 May 1979. 

/ ... 
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62. With regard to personal responsibility - and the principle might also be 
applicable to institutions or groups - it has been contended not only that powerful 
offenders should be held responsible for their acts but that positions of economic 
and social power and advantage carry with them heavier demands for social 
responsibility, which may warrant increased criminal responsibility. 43/ This is 
largely a reaction to the fact that such offenders are generally treated more 
leniently than the perpetrators of street crimes, who usually operate from a 
position of disadvantage. 

63. ~ihile equity may justify such an approach, it poses the difficult problem of 
how and by whom such increased social capacity and responsibility are to be judged. 
Those invoking it have pointed out that expert testimony is utilized in the 
difficult task of determining diminished responsibility on the grounds of impaired 
mental capacity, and that with regard to social capacity the criteria might at 
least be more factual. This problem raises other important issues of equity and 
justice: perhaps, indeed, ilone must be unjust in order to be just", 44/ seeking to 
equalize .- as far as is humanly possible - the balance-sheet of advan.tage and 
disadvantage through the mechanism of criminal justice as a complement to social 
justice. On the other hand, the very principle of discretion in sentencing is 
currently under fire because of its subjectiveness and the seemingly arbitrary 
variations it has produced. The movement towards flat sentences has grown as a 
reaction to what is perceived as the IIcriminal justice lottery", which defeats the 
deterrent purpose of the law' and the principle of equal treatment for all who come 
before it. Hhile the possibility of increased responsibility for powerful offenders 
is an issue for discussion, the converse is not the case: they should not escape 
justice nor be treated more leniently, as has all too often been the case in the past. 

(d) Sanctions 

64. The question of the societal response to offences involving abuses of economic 
power raises the wider problem of choice of the most appropriate sanctions. 
Empirical evidence of the relative effects of different kinds of sanctions is lacking 
because of the infrequent use of imprisonment in such cases and the consequent lack 
of a scientific basis for comparison. Some analysts hold that pr1jsecution and 
conviction are an ample punishment for high-status offenders, and that suspended 
sentences, nominal fines, brief periods of probation or community service are thus 
sufficient. Judges who end to identify with these offenders frequently advance 
this rationale for leniency in such cases. 45/ The possibility of professional 
disqualification is also invoked as a sufficient punishment in itself. 46/ 

43/ See Juan Manuel Mayorca, et al., in Venezuelan working pElper on topic V of 
the Congress. 

44/ S. C. Versele, "Equite et justice", 1978 (unpublished). 

45/ See also Kenneth Mann, Stanton Wheeler and Austin Sarat, "Sentencing the 
white:COllar offender: choosing among alternative sanctions fl

, AmHrican Criminal Law 
Review, vol. 17, No.4, spring 1980, pp. 479-500; and study by Clinard et al., 
op. cit., which found that 85 per cent of all sanctions against corporate offenders 
were administrative, and that they were not subjected to the full force of legally 
possible sanctions. 

46/ Severe punishments for offenders through abuse of power were recommended by 
the Ninth Arab Conference for Social Defence (convened in preparation for the 
Congress at Cairo, from 3 to 6 July 1978), besides prohibiting them from occupying 
any posts in which they could exploit their power and confiscating what they had 
amassed illicitly. I ... 
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65. The penalties adopted to date have for the most part not. been adequate to the 
problem. Professional interdictions imposed by self-protective professional 
associations may not be commensurate with the possible severity of the offence. 
Fines imposed by regulatory agencies or even criminal justice organs have been 
modest. i'lhere more sUbstantial ones have been exacted, for example, from 
corporations, their payment has hardly presented a problem and the cost has usually 
been passed on to consumers. Criminal sanctions are still rar~ly imposed. The 
occasional IIshow cases II of imprisonment have been used mainly for their symbolic 
value of reaffirming that the criminal justice system operates impartially _ which, 
for the most part, it does not appear to do. Even if imprisoned, the afflUent tend 
to be subjected to less rigorous regimens in less oppressive institutions, and 
have often been able to purchase more favoured treatment. 

66. If they are to dispense impartial justice, the criminal and civil justice 
systems must find a more equitable basis of operations. To ensure that the powerful 
will not be treated differently from the powerless, conventional penalties such as 
imprisonment for the former might be more widely applied, showing those who believe 
themselves to be above the law that they are not. It has been suggested that the 
IIshort sharp shock" of confinement 1fOuld be an effective deterrent in the case of 
non--conventional offenders. 47/ It might be argued that this approach runs counter 
to the increased curtailment of short-term imprisonment and that it, too, is 
discriminatory in being too lenient - that, as in the case of conventional 
offenders, the greater the harm inflicted, the longer the prison term should be. 48/ 
Similarly, the level of the fines imposed should be increased so as to be 
proportionate to the damage inflicted - but even the largest fine can easily be 
offset by corporate profits. These issues can obviously not be easily resolved; 
they require careful consideration and judicious implementation. 

67. Different types of response have been used, geared to the nature of the offence 
and the values that are being protected. Some countries _ such as the East 
European ones - impose heavy penalties for economic crimes, especially those 
construed as offences against socialist property. Others are coming to use 
imprisonment more often. 

68. Some countries have special provks~ons for the compensation of victims of 
economic and other offences in accordance with the Offender's means, for example, 
in the case of special offences such as fraudulent bankruptcy (United Kingdom). 
There are also various provisions for injunctions, mediation and arbitration. 
However, special provisions in this field frequently have a restrictiVe character 
which limits their applicability, both in terms of scope and of the instances in 
which they may be used. 

47/ See also Klaus Tiedemann, IICrime and the abuse of power: offences and 
Offenders beyond the reach of law?" (general report of the International Penal and 
Penitentiary Foundation, submitted to the interassociation colloquium held at 
Bellagio from 21 to 24 April 1980. 

48/ In Japan, a substantiaJ. term of imprisonment is sometimes imposed on those 
responsible for industrial calamities on a lar'ge scale and tax evasion involving 
large amounts may also be punished by a prison term. See Yoshio Suzuki "The role 
of criminal law in the control of social and economic offences ll UNAFEI'Resource 
Materials s No. 15, 1978. ' -----.--______ ~ 
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69. The preparatory meetings of experts ~~lled for a sustained effor~.tolde~yelOP 
more appropriate and effective ways of curbing economic offences~ par ~C~ ar 
corporate criminality. It was also felt that the gap,between the penalt~e~ 
available and the penalties actually imposed and appl~ed should ~e deal~ w~t~ .. As 
the objective of any approach to criminalization was the protect~on of ~~ent~fled 
community interests and values, which differed from country to country) ~t was 
recommended that an appropriate mix of material sanctions be ,employed,. such as 
puni tive fines (including multiple fines), the recapture of ~llegal galns) cease,). 
and-desist orders (with effective sanctions in cases of,contempt ~f tho~e orders ~ 
and imprisonment of corporate officers in cases of pers~ste~t or :ntentlonal,or 
reckless conduct or that which caused serious harm. Sanct~ons m~ght b: levled 
both against dam~ging acts and attempts to commit acts involving potentlal ~a~m. 
Professional interdictions and disbarment of corporations, which would pro~~b~t them 
from operating in those sectors of industry where they had been flagrant vlolators 
~nd other measures preferably at the expense of the firm, could serve as a 
;owerful sanction, 'provided due regard w'as given to the rights of the accused who 
had not been proved guilty. 

70. It was recommended that the United Nations s~o~ld f\?rmulat: suggested 
legislative guide-lines on corporate crimes. Ind~v~dua~ c~un~r:es could then 
fashion their own domestic legislation according to the~r ~ndlv~dual systems and 
circumstances without neglecting the guarantees of legal procedure and rules of 
evidence as e~sential instruments of criminal justice. 

71 The development of more just and appropriate sanctions is one of the challen~es 
fa~ing researchers and policy-makers in the future. Some progress toward those a~ms 
has been made in countries 'Iolhere social responsibility is particularly stressed~ and 
where some standards foI' dealing with the privileged have been. developed. O~hers 
are seeking to develop wider and more effective sente~cing opt~ons: 49/ VarlOUS 
modalities must be explored and further inroads made ~f the recalcl~rant pr~bl:m~ 
of economic abuse are to be effectively faced in the context. of nat~onal prlorltles 
and development needs. 

(e) Preventive strategies 

, d th t social and material costs of crime prevention are 72. It has been recogm,ze aT' 
. t 1 and that the effects more long-ranging. he lssue, less than those of crlme con ro , t d 'th 

h0101ever, is how to prevent abuses of economic power; it is, a compl~ca e one, Wl 

no easy answers, particularly in vie101 of the many aspects ~nvol ved. 

73. Since economic p0101er is usually closely linIted to political and social power -
whether directly or more subtly so - it can be argued that structural reforms are 

49/ See, for example, Suzuki, OP. cit., and Y. Fujinag~ (paper prepared f~r 
interregional meeting of experts' on this topic). In the Un~ted St~tes of Amerl:a~. 
the Criminal Code Reform Act of 1977, now before ?on~ress, would,w~de~ such optlOns 
and sharply increase fine limits, as well as perm~tt~ng alternatlve f:ne~ of double 
the monetary gain to the defendant or double the loss caused to the vlctlm, 
Whichever is greater. 

/ ... 
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the only way of preventing its abuse. Indeed, a redistribution of power in the 
direction of greater equity may well be the ultimate solution for the abuse of 
power. 50/ 

74. At the same time, there must be greater accountability in the exercise of 
power, which would serve as a built-in mechanism for abuse control. The more open 
a system is to scrutiny, the less the chances of abuses being perpetuated, and the 
greater the likelihood of some kind of redress. An educated and vigilant public is 
the necessary partner in such a system if this goal is to be fulfilled. 50/ 

75. In addition to these broad approaches, aimed at preventing different kinds 
of abuses of power, specific strategies can be instituted to prevent abuses of 
economic power. Some of the most effective ones might be those based on the 
premise that it is most appropriate to fight economic crime by economie means, as 
it might be to fight organized crime with organizational means. In addition to 
various economic and institutional measures, it is also a matter of employing a 
cost/benefit approach in making policy decisions about industrial and business 
forms and operations, with a vielv to minimizing th~ potential for criminal abuse. 
The suggestion has, for example, been made that preventive efforts should be focused 
on the critical (most vulnerable) points in the economic system and operations so 
structured as to increase accountability at all stages, thus reducing the potential 
for abuse. 51/ Other approaches have also been suggested, such as the chartering 
or licensing of domestic corporations and foreign trading partners, management 
participation by workers, the appointment of public interest directors, and the 
establishment of shareholders' tribunals to increase accountability. Improvements 
in the systems of regulatory justice have also been called for to increase their 
effectiveness and minimize the influence of special interest groups. 52/ 

76. In some market economies, measures have been proposed for the deconcentration 
and divestiture of conglomerates and holding companies acting in restraint of trade. 
National securities commissions can also be established to encourage fair trade and 
investigate violations of laws. Regulation of intra-corporate pricing can be 
promoted through investigative and information systems and legal standards on "a)~m IS 

length" pricing. International exchanges of information on the regulatory . 
stringency brought to bear against trdnsnational corporations can help countries to 
adopt appropriate measures. Developing countries have a special opportunity in 
shaping their pOlicies and practices so as to avoid opportunities for abuse which 
impairs economic development. 

77. The role of lalv-making and the criminal justice system has been considered in 
some detail, as has their preventive potential. The crucial question here, perhaps, 

'501 See, for example, John Braithlvaite, Inequality, Crime and Public Policy 
(London, Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1979). 

51/ Leszek Lernell, Przestepczosc Gospodarcza: Zagadnienia spoleczno
ekonomiczne /Economic criminality: socio-economic que:.:stion~! (Warsaw, Wydawnictwo 
Prawnicze, 1965); see also Braithwaite, op. cit. 

52/ See also Robert A. Kagan, Regulatory Justice (New York, Russell Sage 
Foundation, 1978). 
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is under what conditions do laws and their application deter? 53/ A sure and 
even-handed application of equitable laws would evide~tly hav: gre~ter preventive 
force than the present haphazard and profoundly inequ~t9.b~e s~tuat:on ~nd \YO~ld help 
to foster respect for the stipulations of a syst:m.that d~spensed Just~ce fa~rly to 
all, limiting the abuse of economic and other pr1v~lege. 

78. Self-regulation by those holding economic power has also been s~gg:sted as a 
means of preventing and controlling abuse. For example, trade a~soc~at~ons and. 
business enterprises might be encouraged to develop codes of eth~:al conduct, ~nd 
ethical behaviour inculcated in business schoo~s (though many bus~nessmen rece~v: 
no formal business education). Some movement in this direction can be o~served ~n 
a number of countries, particularly in response to calls for gr:ater soc~al 
responsibility of business voiced in the aftermath of the quest~onable payments . 
scandals of the mid-1970s. 54/ HOI-leVer, scientific evaluations of some c~rporat~on 
codes of ethical conduct reveal that they tend to give most attention to :llegal and 
unethical conduct likely to decrease a firm's profits (for ex~ple, confl~ct ?f 
interest, embezzlement, drunkenness), and least attention to.~llegal or unet~~cal 
conduct that might increase the profits (for example, pollut~on: unsafe work~ng 
conditions, the manufacturing and selling of u~safe products), a~though cor~orate 
codes usually state or clearly imply that prof~ts should be acqu~red only.t,arough 
ethical means. 55/ While there has been progress in achieving safer work~~g 
conditions and products and in environmental protection, it is pro~ably be~ng made 
largely in response to governmental and public pre~sures. Appr~pr~ate enforcement 
procedures are often lacking, but there is some ev~dence t~at,.~f ~he threat of 
government action is great enough, corporations and other ~nst~tut~ons may deve~op 
internal policing mechanisms through "compliance officials" or ot~er means; the~r 
effectiveness is, however, open to question. Measure~ ca~ be dev~sed to prote:t 
employees who denounce abuses of power by their organ~zat~ons~ but such compla~nts 
mu~t be subject to proper legal procedures so that those hold~ng power are not 
accused falsely of violations. 

53/ See, for example, Robert F. Meier and Gilbert Geis, "The abuse of p~wer as 
criminal activity: toward an understanding of the behavior and met~ods f~r ~ts 
control" (paper prepared for interregional meeting of experts on th~s.toP~c), and 
N. K. Block, F. C. Nold and J. G. Sid~k, liThe de~e~rent effect of a~t~-t~ust 
enforcement: a theoretical and empir~cal analys~s (stanford,.Cal~forn~a, 
Stanford University, Cent·er "for Econometric Studies of the Just~ce System, 

December 1978). 
54/ See, for example, Donald R. C~esse~ and Charles P. Moore, Corporation Codes 

of Ethical Conduct (Santa Barbara, Cal~forn~a, 1980). It co~ld also be argu:d that 
h d might fulfil a symbolic function of standard-sett~ng, whose adopt~on and 

suc co es h f'f' t th top f'rom communication to the staff can be used to absolve t e ~- ~cers a e -
possible criminal responsibility for corporate wrongdo~ng. 

55/ Ethics courses haye been introduced in some business colleges and . 
universities in some countries. See, for exam~le,. "Codes of Ethics i~ Corporat~ons 
and Trade Associations and the Teaching of Eth~cs 1n Graduate ~c~oolS. a Survey 
Conducted for the Ethics Research Center" (Princeton, N.J., Op1n10n Research 

Corporation, 1979). 
/ .. 
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79. Consumer pressures and class act' 
governmental standards designed to lons have been instrumental in promoting 
through. subsidies and tax deductibl~r:vent consumer fraud: they should be su ort 
protec~lon standards requires a s b' t~tus. Any sUccessful enforcement of c;P ed 
mechanlsms and formal and informarmm~~~~s ;e;ween ~ffective governmental regUl~~~r 
pow'erful. The setti.ng up of co.~ope;·~t' 0 osterlng consumer pressure against th 
~y ~ons~ers over management decisionsl:~~ ~;fe~s the possibility of active contro~ 
t~at e u~lon pressure to counteract abuses f e evelopment of quality standards 

a unlons are not manipulated for specialo Pdower can also be effective, provided 

80. The principle of di 1 
a vantage. -

abus t", sc osure can have a salut . 
es ~ PU~llC scrutiny and in deter~' ~ry effect ln eXpOslng possible 

the publlcatlon of annual government _lng potentlal Vlolators. This mRy involv 
~~:~rc:ment actions against those abu:~~;r!~oOf ~ll complaints, investigations a~d 

erlng accountability, includin ,nomlc power, or oth~r means of 
~nd other complaints, standing com!i:~~o:~poln~men~ of ombudsmen to act on consumer 
lnde~e~dent mechanisms to control abuse of lnquuy, compulsory audits and other 
PubllcltYas a sanction in itself corrs~: power. ~t. can also mean the use of 

, ec lve advertlslng, etc. 
81. I~ has also been suggested that i " 
~~~~~~lC powe:,.goOd corporate behavio;~ ::~i~on to punishing the abuse of 
- d lve publlClty for corporations whi h be rei-rarded, for example by 
an other mass media have a- cru . 1 - c comply fully vath the law The' 
pr . Cla role to fulf'l ' . press 
- .~~~lng for remedial or preventive acti A 1 ln exposing abuses and in 
;u lC, sensi~ized to the Possibilities ~~. b bove all, an informed and vigilant 
_revent and ioTlthstand it, is the sine a use, and a~le to join together to 

2. International action 
qua non of effectlve preventive action. 

82 .. The grova~g economic interdependence 0 
the lncreased lnternationalization of bu ' f St~tes - developing and developed 

~~~:~~;~e~~d t~~e~:r~eivebd mutual advant:~~:s~fn;:;t~:;~h:po:t~retd by technologi~a~nd 
t . ' ave een admitted b f' " ln rade and 

con rlbutions of industrial' d . ene lts for all sides in thi 
developme t·· lze Countrles and the'r t ' s process. The 

imbal~~ce~ a~~ ~~!!:~=~io~:g!~~~v~! t;e ~orld ~s ~nde~~~~~:~l~~:ls~o~~r:~!ons to 

~t~h~~;~ll~;:d~;a;:~~:r~~untr~esr~:v!h~~~~q~:!;t~~!s~~~~ ~~:i;h~e~~=: 
83. This does not mean of 
abuses of power: in so'~ ~ course, that all transnational eco ' . , 
limited effects and may ba- as theY.represent haphazard occurrnomlc crlmes lnvolve 
bilateral policies e more easlly contained throu h a r en:es, the~ may have 
operation'" the . . :ut where there are institutional~ dPP oprlate natlonal or 
at controi'extre~:iac ,on.developing countries may be s~= an~ well-planned 
national action y dlfflCult, requiring concerted inter~gte:lng, and efforts aimed 

. a lonal as ivell as 

84. The Programme of Action on the . 
Order (General Assembly resolutio EstabllShment of a New Internatio ' 
promote a:r.rangeme>nts ~or - n ~202 (S-VI)) seeks to establ' h t nal EConomlc 

- a more equltable and effi' t ,lS S ructU:r.es and 
Clen functloning of the 
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international economic system and to enhance the capacity of developing countries 
for self-sustained development. The growing recognition of the importance of 
transnational corporations in the world economy, as well as their perceived role in 
certain deleterious business practices and instances of alleged political 
interference, have led to a movement to strengthen the legal mechanisms applicable 
to transnational corporations at the national and international levels and to 
redefine their role in the development process. 56/ - -

85. That such controlling measures are urgently needed is clear from the evidence 
of economic abuses by powerful trading partners in many developing countries. The 
range and repercussions of such abuses have been noted before, as has the tendency 
to profit from loop-holes and differences in national legislation. Collaborative 
strategies are needed to supplement national legislation and ~rocedures designed to 
control such malpractices. Bilateral, regional and international action of various 
kinds, joint strategies and exchanges of information can help to prevent and contain 
many of these abuses. 

86. The preparatory meetings recommended, for example, international co-operation 
in the investigation and prosecution of individual cases, through the exchange of 
or access to information and evidence available only outside the prosecuting 
jurisdiction, in respect of all types of corporate crimes. International 
co-operation can take place during the investigation phase as well as during the 
judicial proceedings. Computerized systems for sharing relevant data and closer 
co-operation between the respective organs and services dealing with the problem in 
different countries (police, prosecutors, tax, and customs officials etc.) are a 
prerequisite for more effective action. 

87. In order to avoid the exploitation of differences in national legislation and 
of legal and procedural intricacies favouring "gilded" crime, jurists would need to 
have a better knowledge of the laws in force in different countries to deal more 
adequately vath cases on an international as well as a national level. Given the 
transnational nature of many of the illegal abuses of economic power, and the 
individual and collective ability of violators to circumvent, or avoid compliance 
with, the law of anyone jurisdiction by transferring operations as convenient, 
the harmonization of laws and law enforcement on a regional or international basis~ 
to the extent possible, has been strongly recommended. 

(a) Norms and guidelines 

88. One of the more pressing tasks suggested by the preparatory meetings is the 
development of guidelines and norms aimed at the prevention and control of 
transnational abuses of economic power, to provide criteria against which countries 
can assess their efforts. Some kind of "minimum rules ll in this area have been 
urged. Where conventions and other binding agreements are not yet feasible, the 
adoption of international codes of conduct can formalize and systematize 

56/ IIProgress made towards the establishment of the new international 
order: the role of transnational corporations: report of the Secretariat" 
(E/C.lO/74) . 

/ ... 
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international consensus regardin 
:~ight., A Code of Conduct on Tr:n:~~:f~:~iecpractic~~ an~ give adherence moral 
it: ~~g~S of th: Commission on Transnational ~~~orat~~ns ~s being formulated under 
Th nplemen~at~on and appropriate institut' pora;~ons; ~easu:es are foreseen for 

e Int:rna~~onal Labour Organisation has ~onal macn~nery,~s be~ng considered. 57/ 
on mult~nat~onal enterprises and soc~al la,so pr

8
o/duced pr~nciples and gUidelineS-

.... po ~cy. L 
89. Codes of conduct have also 
of special areas of tra s t' been ~ormulated or are being developed ;n a number p t' n na ~onal bus~ness' .... 
rac ~:es and the transfer of technolo ~perat~o~s, such as restrictive business 

countr~es. 59/ There has al b gy, ~th spec~al reference to dQ'rpl ' ,-- - so een an eff t t .,." ---op~ng 
account~ng and reporting, in orde t ~r 0 develop international standards of 
Governments and national accounti

r 
0 p:ov~~e certain guidelines and standards for 

procedures and diSClosure r ' ng bod~es ~n the formulation or , equ~rements. 60/ review of reporting 

90. The problem of t 
group of ' ransfer-pricing and tax evas' 
th ' experts~ ~th a View. particularl t ~on.has also b~en dealt ,nth by a 

J __ e~r efforts to combat tax' y, 0 help~ng develop~ng countries ' 
devices us d t eva.s~on and avoidance 61/ St ' ~n 

e 0 evade or aVoid taxes with . -- ~d~es are envisaged of 
--------__ regard to transactions occurring in an 

57/ "Work related to the for ' 
Inte:governmental Working Group o:ulact~don of a code of conduct: report of 
sess~ons" (E/C 10/6 ) a 0 e of Conduct 0 't ' the 
Formulation of'a C ~ ; Transnational Corporations: Is~u~ssIe~glhth, ~inth and tenth 

d 'I 0 e of Conduct (United Nt' nvo ved ~n the 
an 'Tr~nsnational corporations: a d a lOns publication, Sales No. 77. II A 5)' 
on the ~mplementation of the code Ofc~0~d~~t~0(~/~t{0/Afcorm/ul4at)ions by the Chair~an' 

58/ T ; , . .2 1 . 
--, r_part~te Declaration of P' , , 

and Soc~al POlicy (Geneva, Internati~~~~~i;~s Co~ce:n~ng Multinational Enterprises 
59/ U ' our ff~ce, 1977) 

,-- n~ted Nations Conference on . 
MUlt~~at~rallY Agreed Equitable princiT~ade and Development, Draft Set of 
;~s!r~~~~lve8Business Practices (TD/RBP/C~;Fa~~)Rules for the Control of 

c pr~~ 9 0 for transmitt 1 . ,approved by th C f 
of Conduct on the Tr f a to the General Assembly and D f~ on erence cn 

ans er of Technology (TD/Code TOTi20 ra International COde 
, 60/ See "International standards 0 ' of 16 November 1979). 

Un~ted Nations" (E/C.lO/AC 3/1)' III t f a:countJ.ng and reporting' work f t 
reporting' , ', n ernat~onal st d d ' 0 he 

- "a comparatJ.ve study" (E/C.lO/AC 3i ), ~n ar s o~ accounting and 
a:c~untJ.~g and reporting: comparison of " 2, Inte:natJ.onal standards of 

~~~~~~d~t~~sA;~~~~~d by the Grou~ of Ex;:;~~~s(~i~~~~/1~. stan~ards with the 
publication, Sales N~~gI~~d77R~lPoArtlJ.n7g) for Transnational cor;~;lti~~: fnut~trndation~l 

. " . \ nJ. e Nat~ons 

( R 61/ "International taxation iSSUes' 
~/1980~11). The Economic and Social C' r:port of the SecretarY-General 

:esolutJ.on 1980/13, requestin the _ ouncJ.l, on 28 April 1980, ado ted 
J.nte:national tax evasion andgavoid~roup o~ Exper~s to expedite its ~ork on 
Poss~ble, proposals for internationa~c~,_w~th a,vJ.e~ to working out, as soon 

o operatJ.on J.n combating th as em. 
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international context (also in relation to tranSfer-pricing and tax havens), of 
possible solutions to problems of tax avoidance and evasion, and of bilateral and 
multilateral arrangements for mutual assistance in the collection of taxes and the 
eventual harmonization of tax policies. Work is also under way on the harmonization 
and unification of international trade law, with input from the various bodies and 
organizations concerned with this matter. 62/ 

91. The initiatives undertaken underline national and international concern with 
the potential negative (as well as positive) aspects of international activities and 
transactions in business and trade, especially from the standpoint of ensuring more 
equitable arrangements between the developed and developing world. Their 
co-ordination and integration is required, wherever possible, if their usefulness 
is to be enhanced. Such initiatives, though usually lacking in effective provisions 
for enforcement, are crucial in providing a common framework for action against 
problems facing many nations and a basis for mutual co-operation. The preparatory 
meetings felt that their effectiveness would be enhanced with the provision of 
appropriate investigative and enforcement machinery. 

(b) Other initiatives 

92. A number of other initiatives with a bearing on the problems under discussion 
have also been taken at the international level. The increased emphasis on 
environmental protection in view of the dangers to the biosphere has led to the 
establishment of the United Nations Environment Programme, which is engaged in a 
range of activities. While other preventive strategies are needed in this respect, 
the penal law might have a significant deterrent effect, if appropriately used. The 
recently established Group of Experts on Environmental Law could usefully take this 
aspect into account and draw on the increasing number of criminological 
contributions in this field (see A/CONF.87/9). 63/ 

93. The p.;r01.:ring international concern wi'(;h consumer protection is reflected in 
a recent resolution of the United Nations Economic and Social Council~ calling for 
a comprehensive report on this subject, to include, inter alia,proposals for 
adequate standards and other measures which States coul,d consider adopting, with 
special attention to the needs and problems of developing countries and the 
contributions in this area of various United Nations bodies (see Economic and Social 

62/ See "Current activities of international organizations related to the 
harmonization and unification of international trade law" (A/CN.9/192) and the 
report of the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law on the work of 
its twelfth session (Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirty-fourth 
Session, Supplement No. 17 (A/34/l7)). 

63/ See also G. O. W. Mueller, "Offen(','s against the environment and their 
prevention: an international appraisal", Annals of the American Academy of 
Political and Social Science (1979); and Riuichi Hirano, "The criminal law 
protection of the environment". Report to the Twelfth International Congress of 
Penal Law, Hamburg, September 1979. 

/ ... 
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Council resolution 1979/74). Measures against consumer fraud should form an 
important part of any guidelines that might be drawn up in this connexion. 

94. In accordance with the recommendations of the Committee on Crime Prevention and 
Control, a policy-oriented study and analysis Hill be undertaken in order to help 
develop strategies and measures aimed at the prevention ahd control of economic 
criminality which particularly victimizes the least affluent among nations. The 
study, to be conducted in co-operation with the United Nations Centre on 
Transnational Corporations, is also to take into account such issues as corruption 
from a criminological perspective. The guidelines to be developed as part of this 
project will be based, inter alia, on the conclusions and recommendations of the 
Sixth Congress. 

(c) Regional and subregional collaboration 

95. Practical co-o~eration among countries can sometimes be more easily 
ensured at the regional or subregional level, among countries with similar 
circumstances and approaches. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development has helped to create a model bilateral tax treaty and has formulated 
consulting mechanisms to head off international disputes over the application of 
national security controls and antitrust laws; it has also developed a set of 
guidelines for multinational enterprises (as has the European Economic Community), 
as well as specific guidelines on transfer pricing~ 64/ to be taken into account 
by Member States. The Council of Europe has sought to develop joint criminal 
policy principles and standards with regard to economic crime. and to improve 
mutual assistance in this area. 65/ The Scandinavian countries, ,nth a tradition 
of close collaboration, have adopted a convention on mutual assistance in tax 
matters. The Andean Pact countries have sought to pool their economic power in a 
joint policy towards multinational enterprises, which places a number of 
restrictions to prevent the draining off of profits and includes other provisions 
breaking new' ground. 

96. A comprehensive scheme for strengthened co-operation in the prevention and 
control of crime against socialist property has been proposed in the framework of 
the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance, which provides for an analysis of the 
national and international issues involved in closer co-operation in this area 
among the socialist States members of the Council, aimed at using their collective 
experience to combat economic crimes, and at a range of measures to promote and 
integrate efforts in this respect among the authorities and serv~ces concerned 

64/ Organisation for Economic Co··operation and Development, Transfer Pricing 
and MUltinational Enterprises (Paris, 1979). 

65/ Council of Europe, Preliminary draft recommendations of the Select 
Committee on Economic Crime, Strasbourg, 13 February 1980 and "Report of the 
Colloquium on International Tax Avoidance and Evasion, 3-7 March 1980". 
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f mQnt agencies, ~ublic control bodies and 
(including legal systems and law e~ orce ~ . ) 66/-
national and international product~on collect~ves . --

Non-,governmental action ( d) 

1 . 't~atives can stem abuses linked . nmental and popu ar ~n~ ~ t 
97. Internat~onal non-gover 1 b tren'g'thened international consumer mov)emen s 
to economic power, particular Y Y s . t' n of Consumers' Unions and 

h the International Organ~za ~o . . . t) 
(for example, thruug .' 'tiatives (Earthwatch 9 Planetary C~t~zens e.c .. 
global environmental p~otect~on ~n~ ( h the 'World Federation of Trade Un~ons 
International trade un~on moveme~ts sU~~e:sTrade Unions) also have much to .. 
and the International Confederat~on.of . t've in crime-prevention and cr~m~nal 

ntal organ~zat~ons ac ~ th . contribute. Non-governme d have already demonstrated e~r 
justice have a special role to play, anfO~~m:ajor organizations active in the . 
concern about the abuse of power. The C .. ology International Society of Soc~al 
crime field (International S~ci:ty f~rp rJ.~J.~aw and International Penal and 
Defence~ Internation~l Assoc~atJ.on 0 ~~: of the major aspects of this problem 
Penitentiary Foundat~on) have ~ac~led.s d have convened a special preparatory 
area in their congress:s and publ~cat~ons a~t which a joint resolution was adopted 
colloquium on this topJ.c for the co~~res:, this sphere (E/1980/NGO.3). These 
urging intensified int:rnational ac J.~n ~~fic input and a broad base of 
organizations can prov~d: valuabl~hsc~~u~ative impact of international 
professional support to.J.ncr:ase e c 
initiatives in this ent~re f~eld. 

Authors' Collective, "Problems of co-operation between the 
66/ International . imes against socialist pr£perty", .' -

members of CMEA in the ~revent~on of cr t i deyatel'nosti /Economic crJ.me/: 
Prestuplenya sovershennyevukhode khoz~as v~nn~ 6 October 1978 (Budapest, 1979), 
International Round Table Conference, zege, 
pp. 398-408. / ... 
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B. Abuse of public power 

98. In any political system operatil~g within the framework of the r~e of law, an 
important aim of public policy is to control abuses of power and ensure that 
elected representatives and responsible officials (public servants) are held 
accountable for the proper exercise of power. The problem of the abuse of pm-rer 
in government is an important subject for examination, owing to the high cost 
this malaise exacts in political, ethical, and socio-economic terms. The abuse of 
power in the public sector can undermine public confidence and trust in government, 
reduce the capacity of the government to fulfil its functions effectively, subvert 
its obligations to the citizenry, and impose unnecessary financial burdens on 
taxpayers. The capacity of a political system to prevent, detect, punish, and 
control such abusea will have a direct bearing on its legitimacy and long-term 
stability. 

99. Abuses of public power can be categorized in various vrays, including 
international and national abuses: the former involves the violation of norms of 
international lav, for example, the United Nations Charter, vThich call for peaceful 
coexistence among States; the abuse of national public power undermines the legal 
basis of peaceful coexistence among citizens. Such acts cause serious harm, 
whether by infringing individual rights, or countering widespread legitimate 
interests. It is evident that the borderline between abuses of economic and public 
power is not easy to trace because the same conditions and factors may facilitate 
their commission. Accordingly, most of the remarks made earlier are also relevant 
to the abuse of public power. In the following paragraphs those aspects which 
are specific to the abuse of public power are highlighted. 

1. National pOlicies for the prevention and control of abuses of public power 

100. The preparatory meetings emphasized that the democratic process precluded much 
criminal abuse of public power, or at least made its exposure more likely; its 
absence and the lack of legitimate channels for the redress of grievances stemming 
from persistent inequities and abuses tended to generate feelings of anger and 
resentment and might lead to violent conflict. To determine vhether an abuse of 
power should be criminalized or not, due account has to be taken not only of 
national law but also of international instruments setting standards for the 
observance of basic human rights, and promoting the progressive development of 
international law. Among these are the International Covenant on Economic, Social 
and Cultural Rights and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 
articles 6, 7, 8, 11, 15, 16 and 18 of which admit no derogation, even in declared 
cases of a state of emergency or IInecessity ll, in accordance with article 4. The 
prohibition of Nuremberg-type crimes of the kind referred to in the draft Code of 
Offences against the Peace and Security of Mankind is a matter further pursued in 
the discussion of international action against abuses of public power. The 
observance of United Nations standards in the field of criminal justice is also 
necessary, with special reference to the Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment 
of Prisoners, the Code of Conduct for Law Enforcement Officials,the Principles 
against Arbitrary Arrest and Detentior.; and the Code of Medical Ethics. 

/ ... 
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(a) Legislation 

101. The lav, which artiCUlates a society's values, has often not been an effective 
instrument for the social control of those who abuse public power because they 
can shape the law to their own or other special advantage. The complexity, 
contradictions, and obscurity of certain legal provisions can limit their 
usefulness, as can restrictive clauses or, on the contrary, overinclusive 
interpretations (for example, of exigency or obedience to a higher authority). 67/ 
As in the case of economic abuses, the law affecting the conduct of those exercising 
public power can also be violated because enforcement efforts are not aJways 
adequate. 

102. The ease and impunity with which abuses of public power might be committed 
where there are insufficient controls tends to make them self-perpetuating: their 
discovery, prosecution and punishment can then be effectively blocked, since the 
organs entrusted with these functions may have become subverted. Elimination of 
documentary evidence, subterfuge, secret negotiations and agreements and cover-ups 
are characteristic of abuses of public pm-reI'. Reforms of laws of evidence, proof 
and responsibility - as in the case of economic crimes - are requ~red in many 
countries to facilitate the detection, investigation and prosec~t~on of offences 
involving the abuse of public povTer. 

103. Moreover, the normative sphere comprises not only the criminal law but also 
every type of lavTful system (administrative, civil, disciplinary, ethical, 
deontological, social usage etc.). A legislative formula has been suggested, 
covering the main characteristics of abuses of public power - more as a general 
guideline and basis for study than a specific provision: ViI-1h<?ever, being in 
possession of great public powers, abuses them, vThether for h~mse:f ~r. others ~ by 
the use of fraudulent or violent means, and brings Breat harm to ~nd~v~dual r~ghts 
or to individual or widespread interests or offends human rights, is liable 
to criminal sanctions. Ii 68/ Actual legislative provisions, however, may have to 
define specific instanceS-of abuse with more precision, otherwise arbitrary 
judgements and disparities in sentencing or treatment may result. Furthermore, as 
in the case of economic offences, there is need for a new doctrinal body of penal 
law which was traditionally created to deal with conventional criminality, in such 
a way t~at it be brought up to date so as to d~al more appro~riately ~ith 
non-conventional crime involving abuse of publ~c power, part~cularly ~n respect 
of culpability, responsibility and the weight of proof. Some doctrines of . 
responsibility in this area already embodied in national legislations are interest~ng 

67/ See also Jacques Verhaegen. La protection penale contre l'exces du pouvoir 
et la-resistance legitime a l'autorite (Bruxelles, Emile Bruylant, 1969). 

68/ Alessandro Malinverni, liThe abuse of public power" (general report of the 
international Society of Social Defence to the Bellagio Interassociation Colloquim, 

April 1980). 
/ ... 
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in that they use as a cost/benefit basis of assessment the balance of social harm 
and good involved in the contested act(s) a socially relevant criterion. 69/ 

(b) Institutional organization 

104. The jUdiciary may foster (or fail to prevent) abuses of public power through 
"the alternative use of the lawll

, interpreting existing provisions with a particular 
bias, rather than objectively, as it should. Preferential treatment is a variant 
of such distortion, as is selective leakage of information, 1>Thich may in extreme 
cases involve actual complicity. Special administrative courts or tribunals can 
be established to hear cases of alleged abuse on the part of public servants: these 
bodies could be organized so as to be more informed and less expensive than regular 
courts, establishinB their own rules of procedure, including the admission of 
evidence. 

105. The separation of powers allows for a system of checks and balances. The 
preparatory meetings emphasized that the independence of the judiciary should be 
guaranteed as a normative constitutional provision, and that appropriate financial 
and administrative dispositions should be made so that its impartiality might, in 
fact, be assured. A necessary concomitant is an independent prosecuting authority 
or other kinds of prosecution free from political interference; there can alse be the 
instrumentality of the private or special prosecutor to pursue instances of alleged 
abuse of public power. In some countries such prosecutors have been appointed in 
the wake of, or on suspicion of, abuses of public power and special legislation 
for their prevention and control has been promulgated. 

106. The preparatory meetings also stressed that a responsible and responsive 
~overnme~t had to demonstrate its respect for fundamental human rights, including, 
2nter a12a, access to the judicial system with full enjoyment of due process and 
observance of rights of arrested or detained persons before and during judicial 
proceedings and after sentencing, as well as maintenance of the jurisdiction of 
civilian courts. 

107. ~n rural areas, there is signi~icant.scope for the operation of village 
counc21s (for example, ~anchayats 2n Ind2a and barangay in the Philippines), which 
preserve elements of the operation of customary justice and serve as mechanisms to 
promote the accountability of the local village leaders. The main principle in 
the effectiveness of such institutions is that they permit change ilfrom a 
bureaucratic administration to democratic administration or rather an amalgam of 
the two". 7Qj The personal links and accessibility and flexibility of such 

6~/ ~us, for inst~nce, article 217 of the Polish Penal Code provides for 
penalt2es 2n cases of m2smanagement through failure to perform one's duties or 
ex:e~ding one's ~u~h~rit~, in accordance with the seriousness of the harm caused~ 
c::2I;12nal res~on~2b212~y 2s

ll
howev:r, precluded if the official has acted within the 

12m2t of adm2ss2ble r2sk, espec2ally when the possibility of an advantage 
considerably exceeds the probability that damage will result". 
I<rzysztof Poklewski-Koziell. (Paper prepared for the interregional meeting 
of experts on this topic.) 

70/ F. R. Dubhashi, Rural Develo~ment.Administration in India (Bombay, 
Pop~ar P~akash~~, 1970); see also Un2vers2ty of London, Institute of Commonwealth 
StUdies, A ~ev2val of local government and administration: collected Seminar 
papers, 1978 , and Local Government Reform: Analysis of ExPerience in Selected 
Countries (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.75.II.H.l). 
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representatives permit them to be responsive to the people whom they serve and thus 
eive vitality to local government, which tends to be lost in the bureaucratic 
process. Lessons are to be learned from this experience - not only for the 
replication of such institutions elsewhere but also for improvement in the quality 
of any local (or other) administration which risks becoming rigidified and thus 
unresponsive to public needs. 

(c) Other arrangements 

108. Furthermore, special measures applicable to particular situations or 
institutions, for example, prisons, should be taken. These should include 
the periodical inspection, by an independent authority, of the institutions or 
facilities used for the commitment or detention of offenders for any length of 
time; their access to benevolent-voluntary associations or welfare organizations; 
special pUblications such as newspaper articles on prison conditions~ comparative 
studies on the situation of those under preventive detention and other initiatives 
aimed at furthering the observance of human rights. In that connexion, it was 
recommended that Member States should accept periodic visits of both regional and 
international organizations, dedicated to the protection of h'~an rights, and 
facilitate the dissemination of information produced by these o~ganizations. 

109. Among the rights to be assured, is the right to medical examination by a 
physician selected by the prisoner, and a psychiatrist, if the physician or other 
professional so recommends .. There is also a need for an ombudsman, as well as for 
mechanisms of judicial review or other means of hearing and redressing grievances, 
including those of prisoners. 71/ In that connexion educational and training 
programmes relating to human rights, with special emphasis on the United Nations 
instruments and guide-lines referred to above, were deemed by the preparatory 
meetings to be highly desirable. 

110. As a strategy for overall control, it was emphasized that the abuse of public 
power was more susceptible to control within national machinery when openness to 
systems of inspection existed. A necessary means of ensuring such control and 
openness is the principle of legality and accountability in the U8e of public power, 
with constant scrutiny of the exercise of such power through pUblicity and efficient 
systems of complaints, investigations, legal sanct::.ons and disciplinary action in 
cases of abuse. 

(d) Preventive strategies 

111. Increased accountability of the system 1>Tould of itself serve as the most 
effective preventive strategy for preventing abuses of public power. To be fully 
effective it requires informed and vigilant public opinion, linked by a common 
concern f;r integrity in government and the preservation of basic citizen rights. 
In this connexion, freedom of expression and association are of great importance. 
In addition, public servants have a particular role to play in safeguarding values 

71/ See, for example, Stanley Anderson, "Ombudsmen and prisons in Scandinaviall, 
Nordisk Tidssl;:rift for I<riminalvidenskab, vol. 66, No. 3-4, 1978, pp. 211-246. See 
also A/CONF.87/7. 
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which would foster inte 't l'n 
ethi 1 t grl y the public service. 
th ca ~ andards for public servants' th ,The promotion of 

e ~ubllC service, such as that IS us a cruclal task. A code of ' 
Instltute for Public Administratl'odneveloped under the auspices of the Inte;ntahti~s lIn 
regard 72/ Th' d -, can serve as' ,- lona 
PUblic' aUthorit~=s c~n \~!ght ~e vridely disseminate~na~~P~~!:~!t~~s;rument in this 
obtaining consensus. Su hvarlous Member States, with a view to l' f~r,co~ents by 
conduct d c a code, prescribing t e Inlng It and 
inhibit :~e ~~~S~~ibi~f,certa~n unethical and c;~~:~a;dp:!~~~ards of professional 
professional image ~~ t~~ of:~~e for self-·interest and Priva~~e:~i~ouldh serve to 
government. pu lC servant, and further publ' , ' en ~nce the 

lC confldence In 

112. Training hI " programmes for public off" ' 
o Igatl~ns and responsibilities S h lClals have to specify their rights 

r~;~:;~:~~;y~n~f~~~~:~:!~:sba:!::osh~~dP~~:~~e~~c~~~~en:;:n!~r~: ;;ovided on a 
~ncreased remuneration, status a;dn~l;eness,a~d accountability in public affairs. 
ureaucrats may undercut the motiva~~ s~abl1J.ty f~X' political officials and 

, lon 0 engage In abuses of power. 
113. Admlttedly, however th 
with really fla ra t ',e measures indicated above ma b ' 
offenders, incl~di~g'S~a:slve abuses,of,PUblic power by tKe ~ l~adequate for coping 
acts, includin a ~s. The prlncl.ple of State ,o~ ,powerfUl 
some internati~n!~o:;a:~:~~:t itds o~n citizens, must ~:s}~~:~~l~ylt;e:or wrongful 

,an wlll therefore be co 'd ' erence to 
nSl ered In that perspective. 2. International action 

114 Ce t ' . r aln abuses of publ' 
may be transnational ' lC power have only national or 1 l' , 
instruments agreemen~n character or may contravene certain o:a

t 
dlme~slons E· others 

and/o " s or norms. In the 1 tt In ernatlonal 
l' practlcal bilateral or multilateral ~o-.~;e~:::~n a~!nternational jurisdiction 
(a) liT ng States may be required. 

~orms and gUide-lines 

115. Some of the rights establi h _ 
are pre. tected i'li thin nationa s ed In the United Nations human ' 
of those rights ni ht b l,systems, While others at t' rlghts covenants 
th g e consldered -th' , Imes are not V' 1 t' e procedures establish d _ Wl In lnternational bOdi ' . 10 a lons 
ratification or th 't e l~ those instruments. There' es In acpordance with 

e In ernatlonal covenants and th' IS no doubt that the 
, ell' application and incorporation, 

rr ,m,O. P. Dwivedi for the Int ' 
EthlcS In the Public Servic 11 ernatlonal Institute of Publi " 

International Congress on Pu~l' The,C~de was approved at the t~iA~lnlstration 
See also 0. P. ~vivedi 1I :> lC Admlnl.stration,held at Abid' ,1' eenth 
public policyr; (paper ;1' Th~ ~tate as the Offender: reflecti~~~ In September 1977. 
topic). epare for the interregionaj m t' . on ethics and 

. ee Ing of experts on this 
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together with other relevant international standards and norms, 73/ into the 
domestic legislation and practice of Member States would contribute greatly to 
the monitoring of abuses of public power related to infringements of httman rights, 
including torture, summary executions and disappearances of persons. The 
Declaration on the Protection of All Persons from Being Subjected to Torture and 
Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, adopted by the Fifth 
Congress, 107as approved by the General Assembly (resolution 3452 (XXX)). The 
Assembly subsequently requested the Commission on Human Rights to draw up a draft 
convention on the subject, to be finalized next year (see A/CONF.87/8, paras. 14 
and 15). The question of missing and disappeared persons was dealt with by the 
Commission on Human Rights for the first time at its 1980 session, in pursuance 
of General Assembly resolution 33/173 when it decided to establish a working group 
to study the matter. 74/ 

116. The draft Code of Offences against the Peace and Security of Mankind, as 
elaborated by the International Law Commission, deals with the most powerful 
offenders and the most serious forms of crime. This question will be taken up at 
the forthcoming session of the General Assembly which will decide on the future work 
in this area (see General Assemblv resolution 33/97 and A/35/2l0). The preparatory 
meetings urged that the matters envisar,ed by the Draft Code should b~ considered and 
deemed its adoption crucial for the control of offenders currently beyond the reach 
of the law. An international criminal code, with appropriate implementation 
mechanisms, 75/ operating under the jurisdiction of an international criminal 
court, would-,-in the experts' view, significantly further efforts aimed at the 
I)revention, regulation and control of abuses of public power. The court would 
operate not in conflict with, but as an alternative or supplement to, national 
judicial systems, particularly where the prosecution of powerful offenders might 
be beyond the capacity and resources of developing countries. 

117. International norms, codes of conduct, an international jurisdiction, regional 
as well as national remedies for violations of human rights equivalent to criminal 
conduct, aloe co~ordinates of a concerted strategy against abuses of public power. 
to be implem.ented with the co-operation of Member States. United Nations . 
guide-lines, minimum standards and codes, and other internationally accepted 
instruments, such as the Code of Ethics for the Public Service, could serve as a 

73/ See also, in this regard, tlUnited Nations norms and guidelines in 
criminal justice: from standard-setting to implementation" (A/COJ.llF.87/B) and 
General Assembly resolution 34/178 on the right to amparo, habeas corpus or other 
legal remedies to the same effect. 

74/ Official Records of the Economic and Social Council. 1980. Supplement 
No. 3(E/1980/l3) ~ chap. I, decision 6; chap. VIII, paras. 194-221; and chap. XXVI, 
resolution 20 (XXXVI). 

75/ For a consideration of some of these issues, see also otto Triffterer, 
"Jurisdiction over States for crimes of Statetl, in M. Cherif Bassiouni and 
Ved P. Nanda, eds., Treatise on Int~rnational Crimin~ Law, vol. II, Jurisdiction 
and Co-operation (Spnngf'J.eld, lII~no~s, Thomas, 1973), pp. 86-96. 
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frame of ref 
a global con:~~:~: ~~!e~n~~ f~~ na~ion~l pol~cies but also for the development of 
exercise of public pOiver. T~ mo~~~~ J.~~egrJ.ty, ancl min~mizing abuses in the 
from international bod' , e mo J.,J.za J.on of J.nternatJ.onal opinion and pressure 

J.es J.S essentJ.al for progress in this direction. 

(b) Regional co-operation 

118. Regional arrangements for th t' 
have proved extremely useful d ef~rom~ J.on and protection of human rights 
attention and further expansi~~ elnect~:e and, ~s such, deserve particular 
suggested that studies should b~ madet~~'t~onnexJ.On, the preparatory m:etings 
the European Commission on Hmnan Ri ht det~elevant work of such entJ.ties as 
Rights. Emphasis .Tas placed on th g s an e Inter-American Court of Human 
regional crime prevention t rf.l. in , e w~rk done by the United Nations and its 
the administration of justic~ ~~~ha~h research ins~itutes on human rights in 
~espect, especially training ~ourses :hTe~~~endatJ.~n that initiatives in this 
J.nterregionally. ' ou e contJ.nued and also undertaken 

~19. Co-operation between States or ' 
J.nvestigation~ pursuit and extr d't,groups of States J.S also needed in the 
as ' t' a J. J.on of those who have comm'tt d b SJ.S ance J.n judicial matters extradition et ,J. e a uses. Mutual 
the conventions adopted by the'Counc'l f E c., as envJ.saged, for example, under 
and bring offenders to justice. J. 0 rurope, can help to expedite prosecutions 

(c) State responsibility 

120. The respons~bility of States for abuses of power is a 
of great complexJ.ty. The International Law Commission has pivotal issue and one 
articles on State Responsibilit for ' elaborated draft 
been submitted for comments to GY InternatJ.onally T'Trongful Acts, which have 

overnments and are b ' 
gene~al,rules concerning State responsibility 77/ (~ow eJ.~g ~inalized. 76/ The 
Comm~ssJ.on) may be regarded as a further devel.u.., ermed prJ.mary rules" by the 
la.T the rules of which should ensure that opme~t ,0: a ~ystem of international 
regulated for every breach in h t responsJ.bJ.lJ.ty J.S established and 
of hI' w a ever area of intern t' 1 1 suc ru es will undoubted1,y be cond 't a :ona aw. The formulation 
necessary in international land nation~~/ve 1 °t ~hat rrte,J.nty of law which is so 
reference to an "internationally wrongfui ~~t~ J.~ns see E/CN.4/328/Add.l). The 
order takes precedence over the do t' p esupposes that the international 
cur tl - mes J.C order of State Th 

ren y also continuing its work on internat' , s: , e Commission is 
consequences arising out of acts not h'b' J.onal,lJ.abJ.lJ.ty for injurious 

pro J. J. ted by J.nternational la1v. 

76/ See General Assembly resolution 33/139 and the r ' 
Law Commission on the work of its thirt' th ' ( ,e~ort of the InternatJ.onal 
A bl " J.e s~ssJ.on OffJ.cJ.al Records of the G 1 

ssem y. ThJ.rty-thJ.rd Session. Supplement r~o. 10 (A/33/l0) ]) enera , vo .• II • 
77/ The definition Of "State responsibility" also attrib 

conduct of enti tie:s, for: example, territorial ones) or '. utes ~o t~e State the 
behalf of the State, in addition to State organs. persons actJ.ng J.n fact on 
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121. The idea that there are extremely serious breaches of international law, to 
be characterized as international crimes,is now generally accepted. It has been 
suggested that paragraph 2 of the draft Articles, specifying which are to be 
considered "international crimes II , should stipulate explicitly IIthat such a breach 
of an international law obligation entails not only condemnation but also a concrete 
reaction by the entire international community, since ... an international crime 
is not only a violation of the interests of the State directly affected by the 
crime, but •.. affects the overall social interest of all States without 
exception ... The aspirations of most of the international community are undeniably 
directed towards the establishment of an international public order which should 
ensure, first and foremost, peace, security and justice for all States" 
(A/CN.4/328/Add.l) and all people. The International Law Commission has based 
the legal grounds for State responsibility on fithe binding nature of international 
law; any breach of it thus suffices to render the offending entity responsible under 
international law for acts of commission or omission, so that it may be required 
to fulfil the Obligation to make reparations" (see A/CN.4/328). 7.8 / 

(d) Restitution to victims 

122. A corollary of State responsibility for internationally wrongful acts would 
thus be the principle of Obligatory restitution to the victims of such acts, Hhile 
considerable work has been done in the area of individual victimology, and many 
countries have pY'c'Visivns for compensation to individual victims of crimes, there 
are as yet no institutionalized, internationally agreed principles for restitution 
for the wrong done to groups of victims of abuses of public power in contravention 
of international agreements (for example, the conventions on genocide, torture, 
racial discrimination, apartheid etc.); these need to be elaborated. A precedent 
already exists in the ~Tiedergutmachung policy adopted by the Government of the 
Federal Republic of Germany for restitution to victims of Nazi persecution. This 
policy could be extended and adapted, 1'Tith appropriate international criteria and 
guide-lines, for implementation by willing States. 79/ It might serve not only to 
redress past wrongs .• to the extent to which this can be done - but also to 
discourage future abuse. 

123. In criminology the focus has often been on relatively circumscribed areas of 
specialized concern. It is necessary that the issues of the day be analysed in 
a wider perspective and further contributions made on such major questions as 
those mentioned above. At the same time, statesmen and policy-makers in different 
parts of the world, as well as international law experts, could profit considerably 
frc the inclusion of criminological expertise in tackling some of the most 
prob.lematic yet most important issues facing individual countries and their 
peoples, as well as the international community as a "Thole. 

78/ \<lith reference to non-retributive penal sanctions, see also Triffterer, 
op. cIT. 

79/ See 'Halter Schwarz, nan undoing national ,vxong ll (paper prepared for the 
interregional meeting of experts on this topic) and Halter Schwarz, 
Ruckerstattung nach den Gesetzen del' Allierten Machte, vol. I in Series edited by 
Halter Schwarz and the Mid: ~$ter of Finance of the Federal Republic of Germany, 
entitled Qie Hiedergutmachung Nazionalisozialistischen Unrechtes durch die 
Bundesrepublik Deutschla.nd (Munich, Beck, 1974). 
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C. Collusion between the abuse of public and economic pow~ 

124. Collusion between economic and public power can promote the abuses of both 
and make them particularly difficult to control. Indeed, the pervasive and often 
nefarious interfaces between them can generate complex and harmful configurations 
whose web extends far into the various facets of national and international life. 
The strategies of prevention and containment should be equally multi-faceted and 
wide-ranging, cutting the lifeline of such collusion at vital points~ and creating 
a context where it cannot thrive. 

125. In many instances, the holders of economic power also exercise public power. 
Abuse by the one may therefore be inseparable from abuse by the other. This aspect 
has been taken into account in both sections of the report on the abuse of public 
and economic power. 

126. vfuile collusive abuses of public and economic power have long existed, recent 
startling instances in both developed and developing countries~ reported in the 
mass media~ have attracted increased attention and generated calls for remedial 
measures. This has sometimes led to legal action~ and even legislation intended 
to end the more flagrant types of such abuses. 80/ 

1. Bribery and corruption 

127. Among the most noxious and pervasive forms of linkage between abuses of 
economic and political power is the twin problem of bribery and corruption. Both 
activities negatively affect the moral climate and endanger the development process, 
particularly in developing countries. The experience of some countries points to 
the prevalence of this form of abuse in its various manifestations at all levels 
of the socio-political structure. \'fuere extra-territorial agencies such as 
transnational corporations have been involved, this has generally been with the 
more or less ~xtensive collaboration of local officials. Bribery has even been 
regarded as an established cost of doing business. Measures have recently been 
adopted in various countries in the wake of major domestic or foreign payment 
scandals~ which have aroused widespread public reprobation, to prevent repetitions 

. : ~ . 

80/ See~ for exmmple, J. Braithwaite, "Transnational corporations and 
corruption: towards some international solutions", Interna...tional Journal of._ 
the Sociology of LavT, ,vol. 7, No.2, pp. 125-142 (May 1979). The United States 
Ethics in Government Act of 1978 was enacted as a result of the Senate Hatergate 
Committee recommendations. A Public Integrity Section was established in the 
Department of Justice and prosecution of corruption cases has been intensified 
with reports issued on enforcement actions. 
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of such abuse. 81/ Extreme penalties (for example, executions) have been applied in 
some jurisdictions, due mainly to an escalation of frustration and public outrage in 
the face of prolonged abuses of power and the non-enforcement or ineffectiveness of 
existing laws. Although corruption is illegal in almost all countries and although 
sincere efforts have been made to deal with the situation in many countries by 
stepping up enforcement efforts, 82/ setting up investigative commissions and 
initiating anti-corruption campaigns, these have often been ineffective and 
insufficient to counter "the general belief that corruption is rampant and that it 
is growing among higher officials, legislators and ministers". 83/ Experience has 
shown that discrete measures taken in isolation against an endemic problem are not 
likely to SUCCeed and that they must be applied in a comprehensive form. Yet even 
efforts to treat corruption in its wider, systemic matrix, have tended towards a 
rather mechanistic econometric perspective, for example, in terms of the scarcity 
caused by an imbalance between supply and demand, 84/ which does not take account 
of the complex nature of human motivations. Perhaps a deeper appreciation is 
offered by those who see the basic problem as the perceived unfairness of society 
and uncertainty about developmental goals being pursued by the leaders. 85/ 

128. At the microlevel, there is a need for honest, energetic leadership in 
government agencies, fewer bureaucratic procedures in the management of various 
government activities, less discretion, disclosures of assets, and efforts to 
inform the public. 86/ There is also a need for proper procedures for reporting 
cases, incentives for the production of evidence, a.nd the protection of persons 
producing it, as vTell as those accused whose guilt has not been proved. However, 

81/ See also Neil H. Jacoby, Peter Nehemkis and Richard Eells , Bribery and 
Extortion in World Business (New York and London, MacMillan, 1977); 
Yerachmiel Kugel and Gladys W. Gruenberg, International Payoffs (Lexington, 
Massachusetts, Lexington Books, 1977); and W. Michael Riesman, Folded Lies: 
bribery, crusades and reforms (New York and London, Free Press, 1979). The United 
States Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977, which makes illicit payments a federal 
offence, circumvents the problem of territoriality by providing for the prosecution 
and punishment of acts committed outside United States territory. Similar Swedish 
legislation came into force on 1 Jru1uary 1978. However, it has been acknowledged 
that the solution of the problem of bribery and corruption requires multilateral as 
well as national action. See Samuel Dash, "Crime and the abuse of power: offences 
and offenders beyond the reach of the law?" (paper prepared for the interregional 
meeting on this topic). 

82/ The Commissioner of the Independent Commission against Corruption in Hong 
Kong in his annual report for 1979 notes that more people were cha:rged in the courts 
in 1979 than in any of the six years since the Commission was established and that 
delay in trials has been reduced. Commission against Corruption (Hong Kong, 1980). 

83/ v. N. Pillai, OPe cit. 

84/ 
Econom,y. 

85/ 

See, for example, Sus an R os e-Ackerms,D, ..;:C:...;o;.:r;.:r:...;u;;;.jp;;..t;;.;i;;..o;;.;n;;;..;..: ......;A;.;;.-;.;...;;.St..;:;u;.:d~y-.;;;i.;;.;n;....;...P_o_l_i....;t_i_c_a_l 
(New York, Academic Press, 1978). 

See also A. T. Rafique Rahman, OPe cit. 

86/ T. R. Lyman~ et al., Prevention Detection and Correction of Corru tion 
LocaiC}overnment (Haslu.ngton, DC , United Sta.tes Government Printing Office, 
November 1978. 
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a decrease in,lovTer or middle-level abuse is not sufficient if those who i.field 
p01'Ter are sti:l o~ten. immm;e. l!hile this may be changing, accountability is not 
yet properly ~nst~tut~onal~zed ~n most cases: built-in controls an overseeing 
watc~dog a~ency, and citizen vigilance committees can be useful in this regard: 
The ~ntegr~ ty of thos,e at the top c,an provide an example that will help to 
upgrade the public service as a whole. 87/ 

129. At the transnationa+ level, an International Agreement on Illicit Payments 
has been developed by a Horking group of the COIl1mission on Transnational 
Corporations (see E/1979/104) but not yet adopted; further action is expected 
to be taken towards this end. 

130. other parameters of action can be useful as supplementary initiatives at 
both the international and national levels. Thus, the preparatory meetings 
recommended the vTide dissemination of the Code of Ethics in the Public Service, 
referred to above, and of standards prohibiting the use of public office for 
self-interest or private gain or for giving improper preferential treatment to 
any person or group, as well as to ensure that public resources are expended in an 
effective and efficient manner. Bilateral or multilateral agreements were also 
suggested for judicial co-operation, as was further international study of 
corruption with a view to making inroads into it. 

131. The collusive nature of corruption, particularly at high levels, is also 
reflected in its reliance on both legitimate and illegitimate institutions such 
as banks and organized crime. The 1l1aundering" of illicit political campaign 
funds through foreign banks is but one instance of such usaBe. The abuse of bank 
secrecy laifs to hide improperly acquired assets is another, but here the basic 
problem seems to be that banks cannot be expected to investigate the manner in 
which Dlonies deposited with them were acquired. However, it may be useful to 
establish international standards for the disclosure of assets secreted array in 
foreign banks for the purpose of providing the affected countries some means by 
which they may trace and recover such funds. 

2. 9rganized crime 

132. The tools of abuse implicit in economic criminal activity~ such as the misuse 
of the ~ower inherent in the operation of banks and other financial institutions , 
which can be used to cloak the origin and ovmership of funds, make new interactions 
possible between such activity and other criminal practices. Such linkages pose 
special problems in the control of organized criminal activity within and between 
States. These criminal activities involve the use of legitimate enterprises, 
either directly or indirectly, in the furtherance of illegal practices. Many 
well-intende~ legal prohibitions, for example, the prescription of prostitution, 
drugs, gambl~ng, alcohol etc., as well as other types of regulatory activities, 
have been seen to become sources of enormous profit for those willing to violate 
these prohibitions, for example, those involved in organized crime. Such persons 
often manage to escape prosecution by developing and using connexions with 
politicians and law enforcement officers. 

87/ This point has been made by the President of Venezuela, in his proposed 
progr~~e, Luis Herrera, Mi Compromiso con Venezuela: Programa de Gobierno para 
el Periodo 1979-1984, p. 43. 
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133. Though Ilorganized crime ll is a phenomenon more endemic to certain developed 
States, it is becoming more prevalent in some dev~loping countries, interfering 
with the regular distribution of goods (for example, by hijacking and piracy), and 
causing increased concern. In some cases, special units have been established to 
deal with the problem. 88/ 

134. As the dimensions of organized criminal activity expand, its participation 
increases in traditional economic criminal practices~ such as tax fraud, the use 
of fictitious invoices and other false documents, the corruption of public 
servants, the acquisition and control of financial institutions, and transnational 
operations. The combinations and configurations of power abuse in organized 
crime acti1rities are thus among the most damaging and recalcitrant forms of 
criminality. They can permeate virtually every sector of society, involving 
networks of operatives including underworld figures (sometimes serving as fldummiesH~ 
middlemen or fronts in fictitious companies) and manufacturers, businessmen~ 
bankers, politicians, etc. with organized crime connexions. The devious and 
wide-ranging activities of these perpetrators and methods for escaping and shifting 
liability all too often enable them to elude the traditional mechanisms of 
detection and control. 89/ 

135. Besides the organized crime problem in its narrower sense, the organizational 
aspect of the abuse of economic/pUblic power merits special attention. The 
distinction between activity, criminal from its very origin, and that which 
becomes deviant in the course of its normal operations, is important for 
legislation and law enforcement. Hhile one is a predominantly illegitimate 
organization, which penetrates into legitimate activities, the other is a 
predominantly legitimate organization, which engages in illegitimate activities. 90/ 

136. More information is needed on the interfaces bet"Yreen legitimate and 
illegitimate organizations and activities. The preparatory meetings suggested that 
empirical 1'Tork be done to reveal, for example, how organized crime functions, 
including its monetary and societal effects, and the patterns of illegality, 
including the roles of "neutral facilitators ll such as financial institutions and 
the extensive links to corporate and government power. Money movements - both 
domestic and transnational need to be exposed which further the objectives of 

88/ See also James S. E. Opolot, IIOrganized crime in Africa" (paper prepared 
for the Interregional meeting on this topic). 

89/ See also Jean Cosson, "Abuse of economic and financial powerll, 
Richard Rosenthal, liOrganized, economic and political crime: overlapping 
perspectives;J (papers prepared for the interregional meetin{3" on this topic), 
and Peter P. Lejins, IlGang and organized criminality". Q.uaderni Rassegna di 
Studi, Higher International Institute of Criminal Science, 1979. 

90/ In some countries, the term Ilorganized crimell is used to denote 
organizational economic crime or so-called l1 criminal affairsll. See, for example, 
A. Marek, rlOrganized criminality in Polandii

, Quaderni Rassegna Penitenziari, 
vol. II, 1979, pp. 322-328. 
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organized crime and furnish a critical link between legal and Hshad01y'1 economies. 
The nature of illegal infiltration and manipulation must also be understood and 
the implications analysed with respect to such diverse facets as the role of 
professionals (laYlYers, accountants, etc.), the means of corporate Oymership and 
control, the recruitment of laYT enforcement personnel and the content of treaty 
obligations. An assessment of law enforcement agencies and current sanction 
structures, along with analysis of policy-making processes, would illuminate the 
shortcomings of current approaches and point the way to the necessary remedies. 

3. Mip;rant~rkers 

137. In some cases there might not be outright collusion between those wielding, 
respectively, economic and public power; yet in their interfaces, the abuses 
perpetrated have contributed to the exploitation of particularly vulnerable 
population groups, such as migrant 1Yorkers. Unscru}?ulous entrepreneurs have 
profited from the cheap labour of migrants, often illegal migrants, who lack a 
permit to YTork. At the same time, the latter are penalized by the authorities fo!' 

their dUbious status, in a spiral of exploitation and marginalization. Their 
plight has been considered by the Commission on Human Rights and other United 
Nations bodies in an effort to provide some remedies to their particularly 
disadvantaged situation. A study of national legislation and administrative 
regulations and other measures are envisaged, in pursuance of a General Assembly 
initiative, 1'Thich are expected to lead, ultimately, to the elaboration of a 
comprehensive international convention for the protection of migrant workers and their families. 91/ 

4. Preventive strategies 

138. A number of specific recommendations were made by the preparatory meetings for 
policy formulation and action to minimize the pernicious interfaces between abuses of economic and of public power including: 

(a) The formulation of standards and enactment of la>rs for the disclosure of 
information on interlocking directorships and conflicts of interest in the pUblic 
service to aid in the detection and investigation of illegal practices involving 
private and public organizations, as well as mechanisms to detect and prevent the 
improper influence of those who have economic power OVer those >rho exercise a public function; 

(b) Laws to prevent such abuses by providing access to information on 
banking and other financial operations of large corporations and other power!ul 
trading partners, to reveal the secret accumulation and Use of funds for bribery , extortion and corruption; 

91/ See E/CN.4/sUb.2/L.640, on 
General Assembly resolution 34/172. 
adopted in 1975. 

the exploitation of migrant labour, and 
An ILO convention on migrant ,yorkers was 
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o ter control ulations and laws to perm~t grea (c) Development of standards, ~eg tions through requireo . 
t -:onal and international bank~ng transac over na ~ f 0 

t to n of holdings and trans ers, 
documen a 10 documenting all 

o f "nformation systems, (d) Establishment ~nd operat~o~ u i~stitutions; 
1'1 nd transact~ons by bank~ng money mTS a 

o of banking records Of rules and laws for the retent:-on 0 and penalties (e) Formulation . t' tion of econom1C cr>mes, . b 
relevant to the commission and ~nves ~ga enalties for offences wh~ch can e 
l' the destruction of reicords 0 comparable ~o 0 p 
or through the destruct~on of recor s, concealed . I 

(f) Training programmes to standards and values of soc~a inculcate ethical 
responsibility. . t 

t potential victimizat~on of segmen s 
needed to preven f buses of economic 139. Special m~asurestaret to suffer from certain interfaces 0 a. l' t h opulat~on mas ap 

o e p 0 h as migrant workers. and of publ~c power, suc 0 

that active support should be g~v~n 

~~~'t~ed~~:i~:!~~Y a:~e!~~~e:~~esi~:~:~~:~~:~e~~ l:;~:m!~i~~~:~~ ~~;~~'~: 
b teen public and pr~vate po~er, an blic and private off~c~als. 92/ e~a;ted to help reveal collus~on between pu 

to of laws to institutionalize The Bellagio colloquium suggeste~ the ~;~~ ~~~e United states Freedom of 
921 relevant information, suc~ as, torfe~at~ b~ks on different kinds.of abuse. 

access to d for the establ~shmen 0 0 Otto all' informaz~one 
Information Act,.andi Information, banche di ~~e e.d1r1 lla societ~ tecnologica 
See also ~dO ~01~97~i' and Informazione e. p~rt1c~~jZ10~~e issue poses tho, problem (Milan, G~uffre, 0' 0 M ridionali Riun~t~, 19 • 

( 0 Calabria, Ed~tor~ e Regg~o 0 formation needs. 
of privacy versus 1n I ... 
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V. INFORMATION AND RESEARCH PROSPECTS 

A. Availability of data 

141. The dev~lopm~nt of mor~ effective policies and measur~s to prevent and 
control offences involving the abus~ of power requires a knowledge of +.heir 
extent. forms, trend and impact, as well as information on their perpetrators, 
victims and dynamics. Yet efforts to develop a more scientific, empirical base 
for action in this area are frought with difficulties, some of which have been 
touch~d upon before. The limitations of traditional crime statistics, concerned 
primarily with conventional crime, have been emphasized elsewhere, as has the 
large "dark ntunber ll of und~t~cted or unrecorded crimes (see also A/CONF.87/3). 
Since many of the acts considered here ar~ dealt with under civil or 
administrative rather than criminal law, or are beyond the reach of law 
(de ,iure or de facto), their identification is all the more difficult. The 
fundamental methodological problem may. thus, lie in the actual detection and 
prosecution of these offences, rather than the estimation of their Ildark" or 
"gilded" figure as such, At the same time, the sophistication and elusivity 
of many such acts (especially in the economic sphere) and their power base 
(in the public sphere) lessens the chance of discovery and/or pursuit by an 
official apparatus which may be no match for them, or not prepared to follow 
them up, 

142, The main problem, however, is in the nature of the power itself. which implies 
the capacity to act in secrecy and thrives on ignorance, In areas such as 
corruption or the violation of human rights, and at such levels as the 
transnational one, to obtain valid, meaningful and comprehensive data is 
particularly complicated. Where public abuses prevail, the resistance of those 
in power usually presents an insurmountable block to relevant data collection. 
It is to the credit of some non-governmental organizations that pertinent and 
objectively treated information has been assembled and released. United Nations 
initiatives have sometimes suffered from constraints imposed by political 
decisions, and from limitations of the questionnaire method, which does not 
necessarily ensure compliance with the request for information, or veracity. 
Still, such efforts represent important beginnings: their existence may serve to 
discourage abuse. The determination of "consistent patterns of gross violations 
of human rights", for attention by the Commission on Human Rights, is another 
step in subjecting abuses of public power to closer scrutiny and thus 
increasing accountability, 

143. The problem of the availability of data has various aspects. Even where 
some kinds of information are available (for example, in the economic sphere), 
they may be dispersed among different agencies and not generally accessible. 
In several countries, special efforts have been made or are under way to improve 
and systematize the information-gathering capability concerning white-collar crimes 
in general, and corporate crime and corruption in particular. A government-funded 
project has been concerned with the development of criteria for the selection of 
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, 'n the United states W wh~re a 
deral data sources on white-coll~r cr~me ~ nppn established to serve as, a 

fe t , I Center on White-,Collar Cr~e has al
9
s4
o/ I fl.ustralia -(new-South Hales) a 

Na ~ona t' 'this field n , . 11 
clearinghouse of infor~a ~on t~~ t' has b~e~develoy~u, with spec~f~ca Y 

I f corporate cr1me sta ~s 1CS , b'l'ties. 9~/ In some 
~~~:gne~rreporting for~s"and c~m~ute~r~na;~~~~l~:~:d~ ~or exa~~le. on outbreaks 
countries special COlhIDl.SS~~ms .oha~~q~~ll~cted\relevant:informat~on':an~" t 
of violence or on corrup ~on, . to the latter, particularly, 1nd~rec, 
made various proposals: "ihth regard e the extent of the problem, an exerc~se 
indicators may be requl.red t~dm~~surbetween corruption and accepted pract~ce 
often complicated by the flul. ~n~'t' n contingent monitoring measures ~an d 
stemming from local custom and tra : ~o,' forms such as the use of prox~es, an 
include expenditure patterns, organ~zatl.on~~c proc~ss in certain cases. The degree 
estimates of acceleration of the bureaucral the true nature, extent and 
to which such indices can ,be US~~t~O Ie~::t in meeting this methodological 
seriousness of a problem ~s a crl. ~ca 
challenge. 

of a mor~ adequate information 
144. It must be pointed out that the develop~~n~ all too often has knowledge not 
base would not of itself ensure a~e~ua~; ~~~~~~dge is power ll 

- as the saYi~gt~oes -
served as a prelude for reform. e, 't a more effective control 0 e 
then more informed decision-making should perml. 
abuse of power. 

'f'C recommendations aimed at 
, th's topic made spec~ ~ 

145. The preparatory meetl.ng one a~d comprehensive information systems,on 
the development of more a~e~~at f acts involving abuses of power. urgl.ng 
offences. offenders and v~c ~s 0 

particularly that: 
'ven to assembling statistics ~n ~he in:idence 

~~ the nature and extent of the1r ~mpact, 
and 

(a) substantial pri~rity be 
prevalence of such cr1mes and 

(b) Member 
reporting to assess the nature 

States develop systems of soci~l 
related to abuse of power. 

and level of offences 

R' IlDefinitions and criteria for 
2]./ Albert D. Biderman and Albert J. e~s!~ite_collar crime datall

• Report 
a selection of prospective federal sour~;:do~der a grant from the National S 
No 1 \'1hite-Collar Crime Project C J?re:

p 
1 Justice (Washington, D.C., 1979). ~e: s 

In~titut~ of Law Enforcement antd b::~~~ur" loc. cit., pp. 225-229 for sugges ~on 
, d IlIllegal corpora e ' also Cl~nar , , 'f rmation. , 

for improving corporate crl.me l.n 0 Enforcement Assistance Admini~trat~on 
t d under a LavT ' , h' ch isl~nked 

94/ Established and oJ?eal·ra I~sti tute in Sel?-ttle., Has~l.ngt~n, V7 ~J' ~~t and its 
-- th Batelle Memor.~· , 't' , economl.C crl.me pr l' grant bye, . t Attorneys Assoc~a ~on s , , g programmes and po ~cy 

to the ,National D~strJ.,c 1 0 conducted research traJ.nl.n, , 
t These have as" 

reporting sys ~m. , , 
planning in th~s f1eld. S th Hales Bureau of Crime Statist~cs and 

, ' tly by the New ou "See for example, 
95/ Developed Jo~n uth Wales 'Corporate Affairs comml.s~~~~nwales Bureall 01' 

Research and the New 0 General and of Justice, New 
Department of the AttoRrney ch Research, Report No.4. 
Crime statistics and esear , /.e o 
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(c) The information derl.·ved f 
and f rom these systems b h con orm to a common system of . e s ar~d among Member States Socl.al reporting; 

. (d) The s~stem of social reporting of offences . 
gl.ve due attentl.on to: l.nvolving the abuse of power 

(i) The standardization of offencp 
comparison is possible; - categories so that some intercountry 

(ii) ~~:irep~rtt~ng of information on th~ methods 
r Vl.C lms, and the nature and degree of used to commit such offences 

harm caused; , 
(iii) Reporting on methods of preventio 

especiall;)r effective in rd' n and problem-solving regarded as 
b ' e UCl.ng the inciden f ff a uses of power and in min' . . ce 0 0 ences related to 

consequences; J.ml.zl.ng the resulting economic and social 

(e) More especially, attention be iv 
harm caus~d to people, organizations sog. ~n.to ~he ~evelopment of measures of 
etc. by offences involving abuses Of' Cl.a l.nst:!.tutl.ons, national economies 
and the development of economic mod IPowe~, namely, measures of victimization 
costs of crime necessary to make cre s_anltmethodolOgi:s capable of gauging the 

oss cu ural comparl.sons; 96/ 

. (f) Special attention be given to uev 1 . 
and l.nternational levels, for measurin e.oP7ng new'methods, on the national 
offences,which would be sensitive t hg the l.ncl.den:e and prevalence of such 

o c anges Over tJ.me; 

. (g) Independent audit procedures b 
l.nformation on economic offences Th e developed to assess systems of 
of.def~ation and libel, and Sho~ld uese should be exempt from ordinary rules 
crl.terl.a for determining What should ~e co~on standards for auditing and 
the audit; e audl.ted and what may be excluded from 

. (h) Steps be taken to devel 
~ndependent agency) and systems o~Pa~~~~~~:b~f.~epor~ing (to the public or some 
~ comply with requir~d reporting e . tl. l. y, Wl.th sanctions for failure 

dl.sclosure of the fact that the ' .g. 7n he case of economic offences by 
to co-operate; corporatl.on or oth~r enterprise concerned refused 

(i) International reportin t 
statistics published ~n regard t~ ~han~lafds IShOUld be established and internatl.'onal 

,., . ~ l. ega. ab1jl?~("8;f PPwE;r., 

... .:.:' 

~/ The development of mea sur 
by the Bellagio colloquium S les o~ harm was also deem~d to be a priority need 
ne h 11 • ee a so Economic and social 
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146. The meetings stressed the need for comparative data on legal prohibitions 
affecting the pow·erful. For example, what mechanisms have been employed by 
different countries at the central and local levels to monitor possible abuses 
of public power and increase accountability in its exercise~\ \-That nations have 
rules concerning the extra-territorial application of prohibitions against 
bribing public officials? What countries prosecute anti-trust (cartel) 
violations as criminal offences? What is the natur~ and stringency of controls 
on pollution, consumer protection, industrial safety and the like in different 
countries? The importance of the aggregation of these data was stressed since, 
for example in economic offences, powerful trading partners can playoff 
differences in the regulatory stringency in various countries. International 
information-gathering would permit the establishment of a meaningful data base 
to aid in the formulation of appropriate measures of prevention and control. 97/ 

147. It was thus recommended that an appropriate mechanism should be establishP.d 
at the international level for the collection, tabulation and interpretation of 
information on illegal abuses of power, for example, on the cases treated by the 
courts of each country, and the resulting court dispositions, which might 
constitute a possible sot~ce of information about such illegal activities. 
Consequently, it was felt that the national supreme courts could be invited to 
report on the cases being heard, dividing data into cases dismissed or otherwise 
disposed of prior to trial, and the disposition of those actually tried. 

B. Research priorities 

148. The problems inherent in the collection and analysis of data regarding 
offences through the abuse of power make research in this sphere particularly 
difficult. 2.F?i Indeed, even in the more limited area of "white-collar crime", 
few research studies have been done since that conducted by Sutherland in the 
1940s. Those carried out have usually focused on a particular industry or 
relatively narrow problem. Government and other funding has generally supported 
studies on various aspects of traditional crimes, including the role of poverty 
in their generation. With the rising public concern about business-related 
crime and its linkages to the public sector, some studies with a broader 
perspective have recently been undertaken. 

97/ The Latin American preparatory meeting, at the initiative of Cuba, called 
for reports from countries of the region regarding the manifestations, gravity, 
cost, trends and repercussions of the illicit activities of transnational 
corporations during the preceding five-year period, in order to warn other countries 
of sucnractivitiesvapd. to 'devise effective means of eradicating them (A/CONF.87/BP/3). 

98/ See also Klaus Tiedemann, "The international situation of research and 
legalreform work in the field of economic and business crime", In~ernational 
Annals of Criminology, vol.l7, Nos. 1-2 (1978), and Marshall B. Cll.nard and 
Peter C. YeRger, "Corporate crime: issues in research", Criminolop-;y, 
vol. 16, No.2 (August 1978). 
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149. That some important advances hav ' 
for :uture action in this sphere is t! ~~en made ~n providing an empirical basis 
pers~stence of the researchers en s.~mon~ to the resourcefulness and 
been in the economic area, thou h

g
: ged ~~ th~s, .,ork. Most of the work done has 

sector have also been made Wit~ impo~~ p~~neerl,ng eff~rts relating to the public 
, ~ca ~ons for pol~cY-making. 

150. Studies of tax fraud in F 
European Economic Communitll' h rance, and,of economic criminality in the 
often 1 J ave made pa~nstaki ·uncomp eted criminal, a~tions( of ci viJ.. ng use of dossiers of initiated but 
rece~t stUdy has focused on the tr; " cases, a.nd of, qil;lestiq~p'a,i.res., A 
just~ce system. 99/ atment of economic crime by the c ' , l' __ r~m~na 

151: In the Federal Republic of Ger 
~us~ness crimes led to a thorough . ma~y,.research attention to the problems f 
~p~~ved recording methods, and th:n;e~:~=n~f ~~e economic criminal law syst~m 
:e. • The Commission for Comb' ,ua ~on of law enforcement in th; . , 

M~n~stry of Justice, has initia:!~ng Bus~ness Crimes, established by the , .. s 
a~d.has been instrumental in the ad~e:~arch into many aspects of these crimes 
c~v~l and criminal provisions on USU~y o~ o~ new legislation, including additional 
procurement of SUbsidies to bUsiness a~d ~nd uptcy, cr~dit fraud, fraudulent 
152 I th . ~n ustry, ant~-trust offences, etc. 100/ 

. n e Un~ted States of Am ' ---
econo~ic crime have been undert:~~~a'i~~me ~ajor empirical investigations on 
~e~av~our. 101/ The meticulous inve~t.iga~~~ng akcomprehensive study of corporate 
r:me of the JUdiciary Committee of • e wor done by the SUb-Committee on 

Un~t~d States Congress has reve~led the H~use of Representatives of the L 

lea~~ng to draft legislation aimed a var~~t~ of abuses of economic power 
the~r prevention, detection and con~;oi~o{o~~~ng more effective mechanism~ for 

153. One of the most fruitful approaches - , 
stud~ ~ethod. A number of longitudi to ~h~s entil-e problem area is the cas 
spec~f~c aspects of the abuse of nal,stud~es, dealing with broader or m . e 
the proc econom~c and publ' ore es ses and problems involved C ,~c pOller, have shed light 0 

sphere have recently been conducted'~ ase stud~es of abuses in the economic n 
.n several countr' , 

~es, ~ncluding Norway and 

. 99/ Jean Cos son Les indust . 
escrocs en affaires (p , r~els de la fraude fiscale (1 ) 
d' affaires dans le drar~s, 1979); Mireille Delmas-Marty "L 9

d
l1, and Les grand.s 

( , • ca e des regl .;, a el~nquan 
Un~ versite de Lille, 1976). P Laess communautaires; recherche eXPloratoC;r " 

,. coumes, op cit "" e 
100/ See foot-note 22. • • 

101/ See Marshall B. Clina~d et 
and Stanton 1<lheeler "Ov' al. Illegal Corpo"ate Beh . 
(10 July 1979 Mi') ernew of Yale white-collar cri;e ~ av~our, ope cit., 

• meo. research programme" 
102/ See Hear' b 

JUdicIarY Ho ~ ~ngs efore the Subcommittee on Cri 
Wbite-coliar ~~:mOf Rep:esentatives, Ninety-Fifth Con

me 
of the Committee on the 

Office~ 1979) an~' T.~~~~a~ N? 69 (Washington DC Uni fe~S~t ~econd Session on 
pr:pa:ed for the SUbc~m!it~;;a\ Crime: the rObi:m and t1:.e aF!~e:~~e~:neht Printing 
Pr~nt~ng Office 1978) ,y M. Saxon Wash~ngton United St t sponse, 
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the United Kingdom. 103/ Such studies can help to reveal the dynamics and trends, 
the degree of recidivism of the offenders, and the effectiveness of the measures 
employed as a means of prevention and control. In Italy, an investigation of 
abuses of public pmTer, using case studies, has recently been conducted as part of 
the preparations for the Congress discussions on this agenda item. 104/ At the 
same time, there is significant scope for quantitative, comparative studies of 
abuses of both public and economic power. 

154. The resistance of those abusing power to research, e-specially by outsiders, 
has been a major problem also in producinR meaningful research on abuses in the 
criminal justice sector and its subsectors. The police, particularly, has in 
many countries been relatively closed to research which could yield informa.tion 
on the excessive use of force and thus help to "control the controllers". 105/ 
The gradual opening up of the agencies of control, such as the judiciary, to 
investigations can be seen as an encouraging sign. 106/ Subtle and ingenious 
i'rays of overcoming resistance and gaining the necessary co-operation can help to 
make further inroads in this respect. vlhere direct research is still not possible, 
other methods, including retroactive research, personal memoirs (critically 
assessed),investigative reporting and public opinion polls can be used. Progress 
in this field is likely to be accelerated by a multidisciplinary approach 
(including political science, economics, administrative and civil law, sociology 
etc) and by the training of criminologists in researching abuses of power. 

155. The transnational ramifications and interfaces of illegal abu~es of power 
have led to an increasingly international focus in research studies and to 

103/ See, for example, H. C. Carson, "The other price of Britain.'s oil: 
regulating safety on offshore oil installations in the British sector OI' the 
North Sea" (paper presented to the Conference on White-Collar and Economic Crime, 
State University College at Potsdam, New York, in February 1980); 
Per Stangeland, "Controlling the oil industry" (Oslo, Institut for Kriminologi og 
Strafferett, 1979) and Peter C. Yeager and Marshall B. Clinard, "Regulating 
corporate behaviour: a case study", in Pa'll1 Bretingham and Jack Kress, eds., 
Structure 2 La", and Power: Essays in the S.Q,ciolo12:Y of Law (Sage Research Progress 
Series in Criminology, 1980) • 

104/ Alessandro Malinverni, OPe cit. 

105/ A number of reasons have been suggested for the paucity of research on 
policecrime and some fruitful approaches proposed by analysts deploring the 
~ailure to conceptualize and research police crime as a serious problem, which 
affects far more people, in more fundamental ways, than conventional criminal 
activities, and urging research on police operations as'a prerequisite for their. 
control (Richard L •. Henshel, ~'Police crime as a negl~cted topic: analogies with 
white-collar crime" (paper presented to the Corference on White-collar crime and 
Economic Crime, State University College at Potsdam, Ne"T York, in February 1980 )). 

106/ Since the pioneering study of S. C. Versele on the motivation of judges, 
at the start of the decade, the taboo seems to have been broken in the 
francophone European countries, some 10 studies on the judiciary having appeared 
in France alone. 
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cross-national efforts. A Latin American collaborative investigation on crimes 
committed through the abuse of power and white-collar crime, originating in 
Venezuela, has been carried out by researchers from a number of countries in the 
region, who have met annually to co-ordinate research designs and compare the 
results of their studies. 107/ An international consortium for research on 
economic crime, established in 1976, has met periodically to review progress in 
the research being carried out in participating countries. The Council of 
Europe, since its 1976 conference on and establishment of a sub-committee on 
the criminological aspects of economic crime, has started a long-term programme 
to stimulate research in this area with the aim of harmonizing the pertinent 
legislations of Member states. The scheme for collaboration among countries 
members of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance against economic crimes 
also includes a strong research component. loB/ 

156. An Italian-sponsored European colloquium on economic crime, held under 
United Nations auspices in late 1977, brought together researchers and 
policy-makers and elicited scientific contributions on various aspects of the 
problem. The qUinquennial Colloquium, organized at Bellagio in April 19Bo by the 
four main non-governmental organizations active in the crime prevention and 
criminal justice field in preparation for the Sixth United Nations Congress, urged 
the promotion and improvement of research efforts in the entire area of 
"Crime and the abuse of power". 109/ 

157. The following priorities have been suggested for future comparative research in this area: 

(a) Studies of the forms, manifestations, modalities and trends of abuses 
of public and economic power, developing empirically-based typologies and 
sifting out common elements; 

(b) Comparative criminal law studies relating to legal prohibitions; 

(c) Action-research designed to help control abuses of power; 

107/ See Lolita Aniyar de Castro, "Crimes committed by abuse of power and 
white-collar crime: A Latin American Investigation" (paper presented to the 
interregional meetirg of experts on this topic). A study of economic criminality 
in Latin American cc.untries is also being conducted by the United Nations Latin 
American Institute for the Prevention of 'Crime and the'Treatment of Offenders. 

108/ For example, a study of the causes of crimes against socialist property 
and the positive effect of socialist economic ..L!ltegration in reducing them, 
monitoring and auditing mechanisms to identify and help prevent such crimes etc. 

("Problems of co-operation between the Members of the CMEA in the prevention of 
crimes against socialist property"). 

109/ frCriminalite et abus du pouvoir: delits et dHinquants aU-dessus de la 
loi? ,,--( general summary report by Ezzat A. Fattah, presented to the J3ellagio 
Colloquium on 24 April 19Bo). 
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(d) In-depth studies of areas conduci'J'e to abuses of power, such as 
prisons or police discretion; 

(e) Studies of the psychology of power and its effects; 

(f) Research on the p\:'rpetra ors an ....... t d Vl.'ct~~s of abuses of power and on 
community attitudes to abuses of different kinds; 

(g) Feasibility studies in areas of special concern; 

. f th policies and programmes adopted. (h) Efforts to determine the effl.cacy 0 .e 
using built-in evaluation schemes and. cost-benefl.t analysis. 

1 b posed by criminologists l5B. Additional areas for study have recent y . een pro .', elevant 
concerned with some of tpe~e issue~ 110/ tandr:l.~~~~~;t~!~~~:d~' ~pirical, 
knowledge develops and PO~l.cy requl.re~~nlsi: monitoring progress and providing 
cross-cultural research wl.ll beless:n l.~ this complex and wide-ranging problem a scientific basis for future p annl.ng l.n 
area. 

VI. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

.. f abuses of power of different 
159. The overview of prob~em areas der~~~niev:~: and in most countries. The 
kinds has revealed pe~vasl.ve needs at f prevailing realities and because 

-scope of such abuses l.S sO,vast bhec~us:sohave hardly begun, both nationally and efforts to study and contal.n suc a us 
internationally. 

, , , e uired if these abuses are not to be 
160. Incisive and urgent.actl.on l.S rn~t to continue to take their inexorable 

~~~ie!~a~~~ ~~!~~~m:~~ ~~ ~~~~t~:s and on the quality of life. 

, d search to be carried out with regard to 
161. Some suggestions for actl.on adn .r\he various chapters of this pa.;per., in" 
" 'ld d 'inality" have been rna e l.n . d i-~l~-tcii ' 
gl. e crl.m d t' f the preparatory meetl.ngs an ,., < " 

accordance with the r:commen a l.ons °b sis for new national and international 
initiatives. These ml.ght serve as ~ a d public power. New national and 

. 'nst abuses of economl.C an , h' f' ld' strategl.es agal., d d d igned to fost.er progress l.n t l.S l.e . 
international str~tegl.es are~ee ~he ~:liberations of the Congress. they should benefl.t greatly om 

, this agenda item adopted a resolution 
162. The last preparatory meehnf

g 
on tl.'vc '.ction which is appended hereto. 

. jor elements 0 prospec ...." , t . 
proposl.ng some ma . t for the recommendations on thl.s OPl.C, It might provide the departure pOl.n 

"Development of a comprehensive 
110/ See, for example, Herbert Edelhe~t: r~ (Washington D. C. , United States, 

t ntain white-collar crl.me , ) d' the research program ~ co t' 1 Institute of Justice, 1979-BO regar l.ng . 
Department of Justl.ce, Na l.ona f l.·c crime arising out of transactl.ons . d 1 f r the control 0 econom - t 
creatl.on of rno e so. t" and of a systemic approach 0 between developed and developl.ng coun rl.es, 
white-collar crime law enforcement. 

/ 
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however t k' . 
the br 'd la. lng lnto account the fact -that thi s l'S only a " 

, oa lnes of an envisa beginni d 
wlll have to be filled l'n l'ngtehd sl:t::aterY have been traced. ng an that only 

e 19ht of the C ,Th~ concrete elements 
ongress dlSCUSS10!lS. 

163. This paper started t ' 
absolute ou wlth the question wh th . 
to this sfow~~ corruPt~ absolutely, No clear-cu~ er, lndeed, power corrupts and 
dra an l~g qUestlon; but this does t answer can as yet be given 
top;~'ma:~e~~l~el~~s~n,~f ~his initial e~~i:::~o!h~; :~me,inferences cannot be 
its exercise must a 1 , ln fact, power corrupts then e lSsues under this 
reduced be properly structured and th h the oPPortunities for 

, . e c ances of abuse significantly 

164. The situation both n t' 
~requently adequate contr~l~o~:llY and ~nte::nationallY reveals 
lt to be abused. If the' e not bUllt lnto the exercise that all too 
be just 111/ Th Just cannot be strong th t of power, permitting 
account~bility Of

e 
only alternative to the redistr~~u:' least the strong should 

society Which ~ower ~o ensure greater equit :on of power is greater 
prevail nor th~~n~~de~s ltself "civilized" thatYthe Ii ls ;he responsibility of a 

s ould lend itself to sUbterf aw 0 the jungle shOUld not 
6 uge. 

1,5. The consequence of the b 
clrcumvention or violat' a Use of power - vThich may 
inequalities which lon of law - is to accentuate in:olve either the 
between States Th~e the affliction of.many of so ,tth: lnjustices and 

• elr spectre l'k t Cle les and th l' must be vanquished ' 1 e hose of hUnger e re atlons 
the benefits of de; ~r at least subdued, if life is t p~verty and disease, 
few. e ,opment are to be enjoyed by 11 0 ave a meaning, and if 

a rather than by the' 

l66~ To faciliate this task 
act:on promising, on which ' the Cong~ess may find the 
~chleved. They have been a sUbstantlal measure of eon~~~!~wing options for future 
lntervention, but need to ~~o~p:~ by major problem areas -ands has already been 
comprehensive and coherent str:~~;';~' SUPPlemented, and integ;=;:~si~fa 

lll/"L . , ---- a JUstlce sans la f 
est t~annique. If faut orce ~st impuissante' 1 
ce qUl est fort soit just=o~c(Bi' ,falre que ce qui ~st a,fo~ce s~ns la justice 

• alse Pascal, Pensee~, v~~~98 (~6~o~):t oU.que 
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clarifying and integrating legal provlslons and,' where appropriate, 
developing effective and flexible legal systems respons'ive to changing needs. 

2. Organization of spec.ialized, multi-disciplinary teams ,to aid in 
detecting, investigating and prosecutinp: of·fences related to abuses of' 
power, so as ,to ensure swifter and fairer ]'ustice' 

\ , 

3. Establishment of the principle of corporate criminal responsibility 
to help determine criminal intent and responsibility, without precluding 
individual liability for the acts committed. 

4. A flexible and wide-ranging mix of sanctions for offenders of this 
kind, using both innovative and conventional sanctions, which may be 
warranted by the severity of the offence end their Dossible deterrent value. 

5. Prevention, invoaving, in some cases, structural refo~ms aimed at the 
redistribution of power, but mainly seeking to increase the system's 
legality, fairness and accountability to an informed and involved public. 

6. Observance of human rights, with special attention to United Nations 
principles and instruments, defended by an independent judic,':,ary and 
democratic process, with access by victims to channels of redress. 

7. Efforts to make the public service more responsible, including the use 
of codes of conduct, training initiatives, and ways of assuring sufficient 
independence. 

8. Special measures, including restitution to, and for the'right_to initiate 
criminal proceedings on behalf of, victims of crimes rela~ed to abuses of .. 
power. 

9. More adequate and comprehensive information systems to correct the 
present inadequacies in the infqrma~~Q.n available in most countries on 
offences related to abuses of power and their impact, and/or the lack of 
co-ordination between the facilities capable of generating relevant data, 
in particular: 

(a) Statistics on the incidence and prevalence of such offences and on 
the nature and extent of their impact; 

(b) Systems of social reporting to assess the nature and level of crimes 
related to abuses of power, with standardization of offence types to permit 
inter-country comparisons; 

(c) Information on the methods used to commit such crimes, the degree 
of harm caused, and the preventive measures regarded as particularly effective; 

(d) New or special (including indirect) methods of information
gathering as a basis for policy-making and planning in this field; 

/ ... 
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(e) In~~ye~den~ audit p~o~~qures to assess such information systems, 
which should provide for reporting to the public and other means of 
ensuring accountability. 

10. Action-oriented research on the forms, manifestations, modalities, 
illterfaces and trends of abuses of public and privatE' power, with 
empirically-based typologies of such acts and focus on strategies for 
their prevention and control, geared to areas conducive to abuses of power, -
as well as community responses to abuses of different kinds. 

B. Regional level 

1. Comprehensive regional strategies for controlling illegal abuses of 
power, involving also the regional Commissions and crime prevention 
institutes in this effort, with special emphasis on the promotion of 
common standards and approaches which would prevent powerful offenders from 
profiting from legislative and other differences. among various countries. 

2. Practical collaboration between countries of the region in the detection 
and pursuit of alleged perpetrators of crimes involving abuses of power, 
and appropriate provisions for mutual judicial and administrative assistance 
in such matters. 

3. Regional training courses and worksho£s to develop specialized 
multidisciplinary cadres to deal with various kinds of illegal abuses of 
power and aid in preventing them, and to raise the quality of the public 
service in the region, with appropriate training materials being developed 
for this purpose. 

4. Policy-oriented studies on the forms, trends and impact of such 
offences, as well as measures (including model legislation) for their 
prevention and control in the developmental context, with built-in 
evaluation schemes. 

5. Data-sharing and exchange arrangements with regard to offences related 
to abuses of power, with the regional crime prevention institutes serving 
as focal points. 

C. International level 

1. Technical assistance to requesting Governments to help formulate and 
implement effective pOlicies for preventing and controlling illegal ~'\.buses 
of pOvTer, and promotion of technical co-operation among developing countries 
in ''Phi's. area, with f'easibility studies to determine areas of greatest 
potential impact. 

~,. Interregional seminars? workshops and traitliIi'ii courses in this sphere, 
with the co-operation of interested Governments. 

I ... 
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Formulation of standards and guidelines, ~articularlY,legi~lat~ve ones, 
3. well as more effective and consiste~t policies for deal~ng w~~h ~~legal 
as 'f t'ng the explo~tat~on of abuses of economic and publ~e power and or pI' even ~ 
differences in national regulations in this respect. 

4. Development of policy· options and strategies to stem transnational 
abu~es of power. 

Action~research on the salient features of illegal abuses ~f p~w~~e:nd 
~trategieS to contain and prevent them, wi~h special,refer~n:~te~_~o~ntry 
of the impact of such practices on develop~ng countr~es an ~ , 
relations; of changing public attitudes t~ such a~u5es; comp~~~~~~ed with 

. 'nal law studies' assessment of thE' d~fferent~al success , 
cr~ , 'h and case stud~E's of different measures, using a cost-benef~t approac , 
particularly successful experience. 

'd t' by national Governments and 6 NeiT action proposals for cons~ era ~on , '1 of 
U~ited ;Tations policy-making bodies, such as for instance

f
, the pr:nc~Pr e 

" f 'illegal abuses 0 econom~c 0 group restitution for v~ct~ms 0 mass~ve 

public power. 

Collaborative pro~ects in areas such as illi:it practices o~ powerful 
7· , d t' n tax avo~dance and evas~on, 
trading pa,rtners, br~ bery ~n corrup ~o 'fraud environmental pollution; 
restrictive business pr~c~~ces"cons~::stice 'ethiCS in the public service, 
human rights in ~h: adm~n~~tr~t~~n 0 J 11 a~ the statistical initiatives 
international cr~~nal Jur~sd~ct~on as we 
referred to above. 

8. International,mechani~ms for t~e co;;~~~;~ntot:~~:t~~np~~~r, 
interpretation of :nformat~on,on c~~~s dS- and forms, publishing international 
developing appropr~ate report~ng s an ar t' 1 ' 
statistics on the illegal abuse of power. In par ~cu aI', 

(a) Conwarative data on legal prohibitions affecting the 

powerful; " l' -' 

ments for information-sharing, in conf~rmit~ with,a common 
(b) Arr~niereporting, on the conditions and pract~ce: ~n var~ou~ ) 

system of soc~a overall situation as a data base (inc~ud~ng cost,da a 
countries and thfe to aid Member States in formulat~ng appropr~ate 
and frame of re erence 
measures of prevention and control. 

, ort to non governmental initiatives 
9. Provision of app~oBr~a~~ ~uP~ontribution broaden the scientific 
field in' order, to maxt~r:tuel e~~~rts direc.ted ~t studying and stemming 
and integrate ~nterna ~ona 
illegal abuses of power. 

in this 
base 
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Annex 

RESOLUTION OF THE WORKING GROUP OF EXPERTS ON CRIME AND THE 
ABUSE OF POWER 

The Working Group of Experts on Crime and the Abuse of Power, 

Considering that abuses of economic and public power cause great material and 
social harm, undermine economic and social development, and impair the quality of 
life of peoples throughout the world, 

Recognizing that criminal justice systems in most countries are designed 
primarily for the prevention and control of conventional forms of crime, 

Emphasizing the need for urgent and incisive action to prevent, deter and 
control illegal abuses of economic and public power,wherever they may occur, 
and to make criminal justice more responsive to contemporary needs and able to 
cope more effectively with such abuses, 

Resolves: 

(a) That more effective strategies of prevention and control, nationally, 
regionally and internationally, be developed to combat these abuses; 

(b) That public awareness of the harmful consequences of these abuses be 
increased; 

(c) That individual countries consider revising and implementing more fully 
legal safeguards against such abuses; 

(d) That research efforts and training programmes for criminal justice 
officials be organized and co-ordinated at the regional level; 

(e) That steps be taken to proscribe in the penal laws of countries the more 
serious abuses where not already prohibited; 

(f) That co-operative efforts be intensified among Member States to prevent 
and cont~ol abuses involving action that may extend beyond national boundaries 
and territorial jurisdictions; 

(g) That the United Nations should assume a leadership role in gathering and 
co-ordinating information and making available to all countries expert advice 
pertaining to the nature and consequences of abuses of power. 

Adopted at San Jose on 9 May 1980 

"---,-----,-----------
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